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Editorial Foreword 

 
 
Welcome to Volume 11, Issue 1/2016 of the Review of Applied Socio-Economic Research - an international 
peer-reviewed journal developed and published online by Pro Global Science Association from 2011. This 
issue comprises 9 scientific research articles.  The main subjects of this issue are social challenges (social 
economy, social innovation, CSR, NGOs) and creative industries & architecture, but also the readers can find 
interesting articles about economic freedom, emerging markets, and brand value impact on a company 
economic value. 
 
Some papers encompass a broad spectrum of the social issues. Violeta Stanciu offers to the readers in her 
paper an insight in the social economy concept:  the works published in the XIX th century by economists 
like Dunoyer, Mill, Walras; the vision of certain theoreticians and practitioners such as Owen and Fourier 
and the cooperatives established in Europe about two centuries ago such as the Rochdale Pioneers, 
concluding with a Neo Social Economy which gives up to utopian visions but is limited to the activity of a 
particular type of organization called Social Enterprises. Another paper is a very documented and interesting 
review and research agenda on the concept of innovation in social economy. Public marketing is seen as a 
strategic tool for social economy; a paper approaches this theme emphasizing the main differences between 
classic marketing and public marketing in social economy in terms of marketing mix core elements. 
Different  from the social economy perspective, but also dealing with social problems, it is the article about 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as bridge between non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and 
businesses in order to create meaningful socially sustainable projects in specific community environments.  
 
Another set of articles are original researches about creative industries and arhitecture. We invite the readers 
to see in Volume 11, Issue 1 / 2016  a brief quantitative analysis of the clusters from the creative industry in 
Romania, a very interesting paper of arch. Raluca Niculae about responsibility versus ‘starchitecture’ in the 
context of the paradigm shift and the legitimate rise of the social responsible architect, the activist type 
focused on ‘locatecture’ and thus regaining community sympathy. Two crucial elements have impacted the 
human history - economy and religion, and in this large context we invite the readers to see an interesting 
analysis of the funerary space, as an important indicator of economic fluctuations.  
 
I want to bring to your attention the summary of the doctoral dissertation of one of REASER’s Editorial 
Assistants, Miglė Eleonora Černikovaitė from Mykolas Romeris University. The aim of the dissertation was 
to develop a model aimed at determining the impact of the brand on its company’s economic value added 
and verify it empirically. 
 
It only remains for me to thank to my co-editors, to the members of our Editorial Advisory Board, to 
reviewers and authors for their quality work in preparing and publishing Volume 11, Issue 1 / 2016 of the 
Review of Applied Socio-Economic Research. 
 
Enjoy reading! 
 
 
Cristina Barna, Assoc. Prof. PhD 
 
REASER Managing Editor 
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Economic Freedom and Unemployment in Emerging Market 
Economies 

Yilmaz Bayar1+ 
1 Usak University, Turkey 

 
Abstract. Economic freedom has also increased in parallel with the accelerating globalization process as 
of mid-1980. This study investigates the relationship among unemployment, economic freedom and gross 
capital formation in 20 emerging market economies during 1995-2014 period using Westerlund-Durbin-
Hausman (2008) cointegration test and Dumitrescu and Hurlin (2012) causality test. We found that 
economic freedom had no statistically significant impact on unemployment, but gross capital formation had 
negative impact on unemployment in the long run. Furthermore, we found a bidirectional causality between 
unemployment and economic freedom. 

Keywords: economic freedom, gross capital formation, unemployment, emerging market economies, 

panel data analysis 

JEL Codes: C33, E24, J68, O30 

1. Introduction 
Unemployment is one of the key economic problems which nearly all the countries face with various 

dimensions and it is also a main cause behind the inequality and poverty. Furthermore, unemployment 
includes many costs for individuals, societies and countries in form of decreases in life standard and talents, 
decreases in tax revenues, increases crimes and suicides etc. Therefore, reducing unemployment is one of the 
main macroeconomic objectives for all the governments. 

On the other hand researchers also have investigated the causes of differences in unemployment among 
the countries considering its importance. In this regard, recent studies have focused the interaction between 
unemployment and economic freedom. Although there have been many different definitions of economic 
freedom in the literature (see [1], [2], [3] and [4]), economic freedom mainly reflects personal choice and 
voluntary exchange, protection of individuals and private property, freedom of competition and refrainment 
of governments from many activities [3]. So we can say that concept of economic freedom traced to Adam 
Smith period. 

In this context, economic freedom is a reflection of political and economic institutions and legal structure 
in a country. Political and economic institutions and their policies and legal structure in a country form the 
general framework which firms and individuals operate in. Therefore, economic freedom has potential to 
affect labor market through economic growth and development. In this regard, many emerging market 
economies and developing countries have liberalized their economies gradually and in turn raised their 
economic freedom together with accelerating globalization process especially as of mid-1980s. In this study, 
we analyzed the interaction between unemployment and economic freedom in 20 emerging market 
economies during 1995-2014 period by employing panel data analysis. We aim to fill the gap in the literature 
with this study, because there have been only a few empirical studies investigating the interaction between 
                                                           
+ Ph.D. (Economics), E-mail: yilmaz.bayar@usak.edu.tr 
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unemployment and economic freedom. In this context, first we review the limited literature on economic 
freedom-unemployment nexus, then give information about data and method of the study. We will give 
major results of the empirical application in Section 4 and finally concludes the study with Conclusion. 

2. Literature Review 
A growing number of studies have investigated the impact of economic freedom on various economic 

indicators such as economic growth, unemployment, inflation, financial development. However, a large part 
of the studies has focused on the economic freedom-growth nexus and found that economic freedom had 
positive impact on economic growth (See [5], [6], [7] and [8]). But there have been a few studies which 
investigated the relationship between economic freedom and unemployment in the literature and these 
studies found that countries with higher economic growth have experienced lower unemployment rates (See 
[9], [10], [11] and [12]). 

In one of these studies, Feldmann [9] investigated the relationship between unemployment and economic 
freedom in 87 countries during 1980-2003 using panel regression and found that economic freedom 
decreased unemployment. In another study, Garrett and Rhine [10] examined the impact of economic 
freedom on employment in the 50 US states for three periods (1980-1990, 1990-2000, and 2000-2005) and 
found that economic freedom had significant positive impact on employment. 

On the other hand Erdem and Tugcu [11] investigated the relationship between economic freedom and 
employment in four countries (Turkey, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan) during 1998-2010 period 
employing panel regression and found that economic freedom had positive impact on employment. Finally, 
Heller and Stephenson [12] also investigated the relationship among economic freedom and unemployment 
ratio in 50 US states during 1981-2009 period and found that economic freedom had negative impact on 
unemployment, while economic freedom had positive impact on labor participation. 

3. Data and Econometric Methodology 

3.1. Data 
We employed yearly values of unemployment rate from World Bank [13] proxy for unemployment, 

economic freedom index of Heritage Foundation [14] proxy for economic freedom and gross capital 
formation from World Bank [15] proxy for domestic investments in the study. Heritage Foundation [14] 
calculated the index of economic freedom depending on ten factors including rule of law (property rights, 
freedom from corruption), limited government (fiscal freedom, government spending), regulatory efficiency 
(business freedom, labor freedom, monetary freedom) and open market (trade freedom, investment freedom, 
financial freedom). In this regard, each factor is given a grade between 0 and 100 and then overall score is 
calculated by taking equiponderant averages of the ten grades. We established our sample considering the 
countries in emerging markets index of MSCI [16], but data availability was decisive in determination of 
sample and study period. Our sample consisted of 20 emerging market economies (Brazil, Chile, China, 
Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Greece, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, 
Philippines, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Thailand and Turkey) and study period was 1995-2014. The 
summary of data description was given in Table 1. We benefited from statistical software packages of Stata 
14.0 and Gauss 10.0 for the econometric analysis. 

 

Table 1: Data Description 
Variables Symbols Source 

Unemployment, total (% of total labor force) unemp World Bank [13] 
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Economic freedom index dcrd Heritage Foundation [14] 
Gross capital formation (percent of GDP) gcf World Bank [15]  

3.2. Econometric Methodology 
First, we tested cross-sectional independency among the variables with LM adj. test of Pesaran et al. [17] 

because cross-section dimension and time dimension of the dataset equals 20 and tested homogeneity with 
delta tilde and adjusted delta tilde tests by Pesaran and Yamagata [18]. Later, we analyzed integration levels 
of the variables with panel CIPS (Cross-sectionally augmented IPS (Im-Shin-Pesaran [27]) unit root test of 
Pesaran [19] considering cross-sectional dependency. Then, we investigated long run relationship among 
unemployment, financial sector development and gross capital formation with Westerlund-Durbin-Hausman 
[20] cointegration test, because heterogeneity and cross-sectional dependency were found in econometric 
analysis of the dataset. Furthermore, the individual and panel cointegrating coefficients were estimated by 
Augmented Mean Group (AMG) estimator (see [21], [22] and [23]). Finally causal relationships among the 
variables were analyzed by Dumitrescu and Hurlin [24] causality test. 

Cross-sectional dependency among the variables is very important for determining further econometric 
tests used in the study. Therefore, we should test whether there is cross-sectional dependency in the series 
and the cointegrating equation. When the time dimension of the panel is higher than the cross-section 
dimension, the Breusch and Pagan [25] LM test was used. Otherwise, LM CD (cross-section dependence) 
test by Pesaran [26] was used. Later LM adj. test was developed by Pesaran et al (2008) through adding 
variance and mean to test statistics in order to adjust its bias, because the  test yields biased results when the 
group mean is zero and the individual mean is not zero. The test statistics developed by Pesaran et al [17] is 
calculated as follows: 

  

where  represents the mean and  represents the variance in equation 1. The test statistics from the 
equation 1 exhibits an asymptotically standard normal distribution. The null hypothesis of the test is that 
there is no cross-sectional dependence, while the alternative hypothesis is that there is cross-sectional 
dependence. 

On the other hand panel CIPS unit root test considers the cross-sectional dependency among the series 
while testing the stationarity of the variables. Test statistic of the unit root test exhibits an asymptotically 
normal distribution and is calculated as follows: 

 
 

Finally, Westerlund-Durbin-Hausman (2008) cointegration test is employed to investigate the 
cointegrating relationship among the series with different integration levels as long as dependent variable is 
not I(0) and also regards heterogeneity and cross-sectional dependency. The test calculates two statistics 
called as Durbin-Hausman group statistic based on panel heterogeneity and Durbin-Hausman panel statistic 
based on panel homogeneity. In other words, group statistics are regarded when the panel is heterogeneous 
and panel statistics are considered when the panel is homogeneous. The null hypothesis of the test is that 
there is not any cointegration for all the variables. 
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4. Empirical Analysis 

4.1. Cross-section Dependency and Homogeneity Tests 
In the context of empirical analysis, first we employed LM adj. test of Pesaran et al. [17] in case time 

dimension and cross-sectional dimension both are 20 and the results were introduced in Table 2. The null 
hypothesis, there is cross-sectional independence, was rejected at 1% significance level, because p value was 
found to be 0.0000. So we found that there was a cross-section dependency among the series. Furthermore, 
we analyzed homogeneity with delta tilde test and adjusted delta tilde test of Pesaran and Yamagata [18] and 
our findings suggested that null hypothesis, there is homogeneity, was rejected and the coefficients were 
found to be heterogeneous. 

 

Table 2: Results of Cross-sectional Dependence and Homogeneity Tests 
Cross-sectional dependency tests 

Test Statistic p-value 
LM (Breusch and Pagan [25]) 348 0.0000 
LM adj* (Pesaran et al. [17] ) 17.13 0.0000 
LM CD* (Pesaran [26] ) 2.304 0.0212 

Homogeneity tests 
Test Statistic p-value 

Delta_tilde 13.641 0.000 
Delta_tilde_adj 15.161 0.000 

*two-sided test 

4.2. CIPS Panel Unit Root Test 
We analyzed integration levels of the variables by CIPS (Cross-sectionally augmented IPS (Im-Shin-

Pesaran [27]) unit root test of Pesaran [19], because we revealed a cross-sectional dependency among the 
series. The results of the test were given in Table 3. The findings indicated that unemp and gcf were I(1), 
while efr was I(0). 

 

Table 3: Results of CIPS Panel Unit Root Test 
Variables Constant Constant + Trend 

unemp 0.344 (0.635) -1.208 (0.114) 
d(unemp) -6.629 (0.000)*** -4.931 (0.000)*** 
efr -2.061 (0.020)** -2.503 (0.006)*** 
d(efr) -7.165 (0.000)*** -5.661 (0.000)*** 
gcf -0.686 (0.246) -0.204 (0.419) 
d(gcf) -7.026 (0.000)*** -4.237 0.000)*** 

***,** denotes that it is respectively significant at 1% and 5% level 

4.3. Westerlund-Durbin-Hausman (2008) Cointegration Test 
 

We used Westerlund-Durbin-Hausman [20] cointegration test to analyze the long run relationship among 
unemployment, economic freedom and gross capital formation, because dependent variable unemp was I(1) 
and the variables had different integration levels and the findings were given in Table 4. We regarded group 
statistic, because our panel was heterogeneous and it indicated that the null hypothesis (there is not any 
cointegration for all variables) was rejected and there was cointegration for some units. 
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Table 4: Results of Westerlund-Durbin-Hausman (2008) Cointegration Test  

 Statistic p-value 
Durbin-Hausman Group Statistic 13.287 0.000 
Durbin-Hausman Panel Statistic 0.319 0.375 

4.4. Estimation of Long run Cointegrating Coefficients 
 

We estimated the cointegrating coefficients by AMG estimator which regards both heterogeneity and 
cross-sectional dependency and the findings were presented in Table 5. The results indicated that economic 
freedom had negative but statistically insignificant impact on unemployment in overall panel, while gross 
capital formation had negative impact on unemployment in overall panel. However, individual cointegrating 
coefficients indicated that economic freedom had negative impact on unemployment in Chile, Greece, 
Hungary, Indonesia and Peru, while economic freedom had positive impact on unemployment in Brazil, 
Mexico, Philippines, South Africa and Thailand. Furthermore economic freedom had no significant impact 
on unemployment in China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, India, Korea, Malaysia, Poland, Russia and 
Turkey. Our finding is partially consistent with the empirical literature. 

On the other hand gross capital formation had negative impact on unemployment in Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Greece, Hungary, Indonesia, Korea, Mexico, Peru, Poland, Russia, 
Thailand and Turkey, while gross capital formation had no significant impact on unemployment in China, 
India, Malaysia, Philippines, South Africa and Thailand. 

 

Table 5: Long run Cointegrating Coefficients  

Country 
EFR GCF 

Coefficient P value Coefficient P value 
Brazil 0.0860971 0.086* -0.3461441 0.011** 
Chile -0.1953535 0.047** -0.3434231 0.000*** 
China -0.1275174 0.208 -0.0210997 0.481 
Colombia -0.1106843 0.162 -0.3824313 0.000*** 
Czech Republic -0.189352 0.220 -0.2330833 0.015** 
Egypt -.040366 0.618 -0.4918982 0.000*** 
Greece -1.012945 0.000*** -0.7804453 0.000*** 
Hungary -0.2699205 0.000*** -0.7278426 0.000*** 
India -0.0988606 0.142 0.0294533 0.413 
Indonesia -0.4222549 0.000*** -0.0981705 0.040** 
Korea 0.0180211 0.852 -0.3008842 0.000*** 
Malaysia -0.0160583 0.693 -0.00637 0.748 
Mexico 0.2286683 0.007*** -0.4895218 0.003*** 
Peru -0.096678 0.076* -0.0934198 0.056* 
Philippines 0.2917681 0.015** 0.0737283 0.582 
Poland -0.2242227 0.317 -0.7513553 0.041** 
Russia -0.1014801 0.802 -0.4698985 0.012** 
South Africa 0.7299216 0.015** -0.2122294 0.346 
Thailand 0.1480662 0.023** -0.0557038 0.046** 
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Country 
EFR GCF 

Coefficient P value Coefficient P value 
Turkey -0.0362751 0.726 -0.2877832 0.057* 
Panel -0.0719713 0.328 -0.2994261 0.000*** 

***,** denotes that it is respectively significant at 1%, 5% and 10% level 

4.5. Dumitrescu and Hurlin [24] Panel Causality Test 
 

We examined the casual relationships among unemployment, economic freedom and gross capital 
formation by Dumitrescu and Hurlin [24] panel causality test and the results were given in Table 6. The 
results indicated that there was two-way causality between unemployment and economic freedom. In other 
words economic freedom and unemployment feedback each other in the short run. 

 

Table 6: Results of Panel Causality Test 
Null hypothesis W-Stat. Zbar-Stat. Prob. 
↛  2.00998 2.07983 0.0375** 

  2.10564 2.31220 0.0208** 
  1.28045 0.30757 0.7584 

  1.05119 -0.24939 0.8031 
  0.87367 -0.68063 0.4961 
  1.23037 0.18591 0.8525 

* Lag length was taken as 1. 
** denotes that it is significant at 5% level 

 

5. Conclusion 
Globalization process caused the countries to liberalize their institutions and policies gradually as of 

1980s. In this regard, many countries made structural reforms and changed their economic policies. Hence 
the researchers began to investigate the impact of changes in institutions and policies on various economic 
variables such as economic growth, unemployment, inflation and competitiveness etc. In this study, we 
analyzed the interaction among unemployment, economic freedom and gross capital formation in emerging 
market economies during 1995-2014 period employing Westerlund-Durbin-Hausman [20] cointegration test 
and Dumitrescu and Hurlin [24] panel causality test. The results of the econometric tests suggested that gross 
capital formation had negative impact on unemployment in most countries of the sample. However, 
economic freedom had negative impact on unemployment in only Chile, Greece, Hungary, Indonesia and 
Peru, while economic freedom had positive impact on unemployment in Brazil, Mexico, Philippines, South 
Africa and Thailand. 

We reached mixed findings about the relationship between economic freedom and unemployment in 
contrast to the empirical literature on economic freedom-unemployment nexus. However, theoretically it is 
expected that improvements in economic freedom decrease the unemployment through fostering economic 
growth and encouraging new ventures. So we evaluated that this difference could be arisen from country-
specific properties. Policymakers should consider the impact of economic freedom on unemployment 
through economic growth while designing institutions and economic policies. Finally, further studies can be 
conducted to examine the relationship between unemployment and main components of overall index such 
as property rights, fiscal freedom, labor freedom etc. 
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Public Marketing: A Strategic Tool for Social Economy 

PhD student Oana-Bianca Bercea 1, Professor PhD Laura Bacali 1                                                       

and PhD Elena-Simina Lakatos 1, 2 +  
1 Management and Economic Engineering Department, Faculty of Machine Building, Technical University 

of Cluj-Napoca, Romania 
2 Center for Innovation and Organizational Sustainability, Romania 

 
Abstract. Lately, social economy structures at European and national level have increased in number. The 
contribution of social economy at local economical development through jobs creation and solutions to 
social problems has been recognized at the European level making social economy a high interest research 
field. Concepts such as social entrepreneurship or social enterprise are often mistaken associated with the 
non-profit or non-governmental sector that has a considerable role in addressing social needs the public 
sector is not able to deal with, making imperious to clarify the differences and similarities between them. 
The social dimension of public sector and social economy gives the latter the posiblity to use marketing tools 
such as different forms of public marketing - positive marketing, social marketing, anti-marketing and de-
marketing - to achieve its goals. Due to the diverse activities of social enterprises, managers might need to 
adapt classic marketing approaches to the specific institutional requirements. It is essential to understand 
how to make use of marketing instruments for achievement of institutional objectives, otherwhise they might 
have no impact. This paper approaches public marketing as a strategic tool for social economy structures 
emphasizing the main approach differences between classic marketing and public marketing in social 
economy in terms of marketing mix core elements. 
 

Keywords: Social economy, social enterprises, public marketing, marketing mix 

JEL Codes: L26, L310, L230 

1. Introduction  
Setting boundaries between public, business and non-profit sector becomes more and more difficult and 

it is not a novelty that the three of them started to collaborate in order to provide goods and services for the 
general public or targeted groups. Although different, concepts such as social entrepreneurship or social 
enterprise are often associated with the non-profit sector that has a considerable role in addressing social 
needs that public sector is not able to deal with. 

The concept of social economy, with French roots, has emerged in the specialized literature around 30’s 
and it concerns organizations with certain features such as benefits of its members or communities (Barna, 
2014). Social economy represents a solution identified at global level and European Union that defines a 
group of organizations within most recognized are cooperatives, mutualities, associations and foundations 
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aiming primarily to achieve social purposes, and that are characterized by participative governance (Euricse, 
2013). According to European directives, social economy is regarded as a possibility to modernize the social 
European model. It generates employment places and develops new entrepreneurship conditions to respond 
various social needs.  

 

2. Social economy, social entrepreneurship and social enterprises 
According to Certo and Miller (2008), social enterprises can allocate social mission a different level 

of importance. Alter (2006) points to organizations that provide the same type of services whose objectives 
are mainly social and organizations whose mainly objective is to gain profit. Researchers’ oppinions are 
sectional. Some consider taht joint objectives – social and economical- are  for social entrepreneurs  
(Emerson și Twersky, 1996), while others believe that social entrepreneurs preoccupation for economic 
value should be limited, and the main objective should be focused on creating social value (Dees, 1998; 
Seelos și Mair, 2005). Therefore, entrepreneurial dimension regards involvement in a process embedded in a 
socio-economic context that creates value (Chell, 2007; Vaida et al., 2015). In the case of social enterprises 
the emphasis is on creation of social value. 

Social enterprises support local economic development through (Smallbone et al., 2001): (1) provision 
of goods and services that private or publice sector do not want or cannot provide; (2) development of 
abilities and compentencies; (3) creation of new jobs; and (4) improving social community involvement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Dimensions of social enterprises (Wilkinson et al., 2014) 

Renshaw and Krishnaswamy (2009) emphasize the importance of a sustainable social enterprise for the 
social and economic environment of a community.  

Social enterprises are divergent from other organizations through the following characteristics: 

• Their mission regards more creating social value than profit making (Lettieri et al., 2004). Dees 
(1998) considers that their explicit social mission central for social entrepreneurs to affect they 
perceive financing opportunities: the impact concerning the mission becomes central and not creation 
of well-being which, for a social entrepreneur, is only a mean to an end. 

• Their services are dedicated particularly to people from disadvantaged groups such as dizabled, aged, 
disadvantaged families, children and youth at risk etc. (Cardoso,Meireles și Peralta, 2012). 
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• They use market technicques to create social value (Talbot et  al. 2002). 

• They are financed through a mix of grants and self-financing operations Luke si Chu, 2013). 

• They use human capital quality as a source for innovation and strategic renewal (Bontis, 1998). 

• Their profit is reinvested for social objectives achievement (Dobrai and Farkas, 2008). 

 

Luke și Chu (2013) remarks the coupling of terms such as social enterprise and social entrepreneurship, 
often being misinterpreted although they are different concepts, and not any enterprise is entrepreneurial.  

Moreover, they explain the main differences between social enterprises and non-profit. In the case of 
social enterprises, the main difference regards the business approach of social problems. Santos (2012) 
asserts that social entrepreneurs do not maximize value intake, but value creation and they approach value 
intake only to maintain their operations and to invest in growth (Agafonow, 2014). 

 

 Non-profit 
organization 

Social enterprise Social entrepreneurship 

Identity Exclusively non-
profit focus 

Business with a social purpose 
Mix of profit and non-profit 
activities (Dart, 2004) 

Comercial and innovative activity 
with a social purpose 
Change agent (Leadbeater, 1997) 

Ojectives Pro-social mission 
(Dart, 2004) 

Double end including social mission 
and financial sustainability 
(Emerson și Twersky, 1996) 

 
Creating positive change 
through innovative, novel 
products, services and/or 
processes (Borenstein, 2004) 

Operations/N
orms 

Traditionally 
charity role (Dees, 
1998) 

Business approach involving 
planning, trade and revenue 
channels (Dees, 1998) 
Formal and informal trading; 
Monetary and non-monetary 
tranzactions (Barraket et al., 2010) 

Social activities focused on 
innovation (Defourney și 
Nyssens, 2010) 
 

Financing 
and benefits 

Dependence on 
grants and 
donations 
Social benefits and 
returns 

Mix of grants and self-financing 
operations 
Social return on investment, 
financial sustainability 

Self-financing 
Benefits through social change, 
financial gains, recognition, 
reputation(Shaw et al., 2011) 

Domain Part of the third 
sector 

Part of the third sector Relevant for public, private and 
third sectors (Thompsons, 2002) 

Legitimity Addressing social 
needs through the 
reallocation or 
application of 
donated 
funds 

Addressing social needs through a 
comercial business vehicle (Dart, 
2004) 

Change through innovation to 
create increased efficiency/ 
effectiveness in addressing social 
needs 
(Nicholls, 2010) 

Table 1: Key differences between non-profit organizations, social enterprises and social enterpreneurship 
(Luke and Chu, 2013) 

 

At European level, social economy represents 10% of the active businesses (Barna, 2014) and it provides 
jobs for more than 14.5 millions people, about 6.5% of the European Union workforce (Euricse, 2013) of 
which 70% are emplyed in non-profit associations, 26% in cooperatives and 3% in mutualities (Barna, 
2013). 
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Number of 
organizations 

2009 

Number of 
organizations 

2010 

Number of 
organizations 

2011 

Number of 
organizations 

2012 

Change (%) 
 

0 1 2 3 4 (4 x 100) / 1 
*(4 x 100) / 2 

Asociations 
and 
fundations, of 
which: 

23.100 26.322 29.656 33.670 
 

45,75 

NGOs with 
economic 
activity 

2.471 n.a. n.a. n.a. - 

Cooperatives,  
of which: 

1.747 2.017 2.145  
2.228 

 

27,53 

Handicraft 
cooperatives 

788 857 836 846 7,36 

Consumers 
cooperatives 

894 958 947 940 5,10 

Credit 
cooperatives 

65 75 87 86 32,30 

Agricultural 
cooperatives 

n.a. 127 275 356 180,31* 

Credit Unions 
(CAR), of 
which: 

897 2.983 2.735 2.767 208,47 

Employees 
CAR 

193 203 193 198 2,59 

Pensioners 
CAR 

704 2.780 2.549 2.569 122,86 

Trading 
companies 
held by social 
economy 
structures 

n.a. n.a. n.a. 682 - 

Total 25.744 31.322 34.536        39.347 
 

52,83 

Table 2: Social economy evolution in Romania - 2009-2012 (Constantinescu, 2011, 2012; Barna, 2014). 
Data adapted by author. 

 

Albeit the constant growth in number of social enterprises, the lack of standards and consistent 
classification of social enterprises at European and national level make difficult to draw a clear statistical 
image regarding the activity of social enterprises. Increasing visibility and promotion of product and services 
provided by social economy depends of an adequate marketing strategy. 
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3. Public Marketing – a strategic tool for social economy 
Markting is no more longer an exclusively a private management tool, once the New Public Management 

spread being adapted to specific environments of markets that do not focus exclusively on profit making 
such as public administration and social economy structures. Although simmilar principles with private 
sector characterize the public marketing there are several specific issues that differentiate it from commercial 
marketing. 

In general terms, social economy structures are an extension of public administration considering their 
similar social objectives regarding public interest, while private companies are profit oriented meaning that 
they do not provide services and goods if they are not payable.  

The term of social economy emerged in the 19th century in France and it was understood as any type of 
economic phenomenon with a social dimension or any type of social phenomenon with an economic 
dimension (Defourney and Develtere, 1999). Monzon and Chavez (2008) describe social economy structures 
as intertwined forms of a single associative impulse: the response of the most vulnerable and defendless 
social groups by means of mutual benefit societies  at the present living conditions as a result to industry 
capitalism development between 18th and 19th century. 

Considering the two dimensions of social economy structures – social and economic dimensions 
– marketing strategies should be adapted to the activity context. 

3.1. From marketing to public marketing 
The shift towards a more business-like public administration allowed marketing activity to gain 

ground in the field. Public marketing is regarded as a useful tool especially in market research (Tiganas et al., 
2011) that supports public organizations functioning by helping in the development of a clear strategic vision 
to satisfy the demanding environment of today (Hintea, 2008). 

To advance on public marketing concept defining there is a need for explaining the general term of 
marketing. American Marketing Association (2013) defines public marketing as „ an activity, set of 
institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value 
for customers, clients, partners, and society at large.”  

Wilkie and Moore established 4 eras of marketing thought,  namely   „Founding of field” era (1900-
1920) characterized by the apparition of first courses that used „marketing” in title with the emphasis on 
defining marketing’s activities as economic entities with a focus on marketing as distribution followed by the 
era of„Formalizing the field” (1929-1950) when the principles of marketing were developed and knowledge 
development formations dedicated to the field were established such as professional associations, 
conferences and journals. In the era named „A Paradigm Shift—Marketing, Management, and the Sciences” 
(Wilkie and Moore, 2003) the concept of marketing mix was introduced by Neil Borden in 1953 and 
formalized in 1960 by McCarthy’s 4P framework (Kaplan &Haenlein, 2009). At this point “two perspectives 
(1) the managerial viewpoint and (2) the behavioral and quantitative sciences as keys to future knowledge 
development” emerged and the knowledge development formations knew major improvements (Wilkie and 
Moore, 2003). 

The fourth era of marketing continues until nowadays (1980 – present) and knows an increasing 
development with a diversification of the knowledge body into specialized interest areas (Wilkie and Moore, 
2003). One of the marketing specialization is public marketing used both by public institutions and social 
economy structures. 
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3.2. Public marketing forms 

Sheaff (1991) identified four modes of marketing that can be applied both in the public sector and the 
social economy, namely (Bovaird, 2005):  

• Positive marketing aims at promoting the use of particular goods, services or organizations that 
satisfy the needs target groups. This type of public marketing can be found under the name of 
marketing of products and services and it is similar to private sector marketing (Madill, 1998); 

•  Social marketing was introduced the first time by Ph. Kotler in 1969 and defined in the “Journal of 
Marketing” in the article “Social marketing: an approach to planned social change.” by Kotler and G. 
Zaltman.  According to Kotler social marketing represents “the use of marketing principles and 
techniques to influence a target audience to voluntarily accept, reject, modify, or abandon a behavior 
for the benefit of individuals, groups, or society as a whole” (Kotler and Lee, 2006). 

The applicability of social marketing generated a deeper specialization as it follows (Bacali, 2002): 
educational marketing, eco-marketing, road safety marketing, cultural marketing, public health marketing, 
sports marketing, religious marketing and political marketing. 

Andreasen (2002) placed social marketing in the growing phase of its product cycle and identified 
interventions that underlie individual change over approaches that relieve community mobilization or 
structural changes. The second growth strategy is “to increase its brand share within the individual change 
marketplace” while “a final growth strategy is one that increases social marketing’s use as a complement to 
the other two major intervention approaches” (Andreasen, 2002). 

• Anti-marketing motivates target groups to stop using specific goods, services or organizations that 
are against individual or society’s interest; 

• De-marketing is a form of public marketing that consists in campaigns “launched by governments 
to advise and/or persuade targeted groups not to use government programs that have been available 
to them in the past” (Madill, 1998). 

In her paper, Madill described another type of public marketing called policy marketing. She claims 
that policy marketing “occurs when governments launch marketing programs to convince specific sectors of 
society to accept their policies” (Madill, 1998). 

These types of public marketing can be distributed in several categories according to whose interest they 
serve (Bovaird, 2005): user’s interest, society’s interest or the interest of target users at the expense of non-
target users. 

Shaw’s study (2004) points that social enterprises do adopt an entrepreneurial approach towards their 
marketing, but there may be some differences when entrepreneurial marketing occurs in a social enterprise 
context where the organizational goal is rather social than economic. Findings suggest that within a social 
enterprise context, specific factors such as local embeddedness, a social orientation and the challenges posed 
by social exclusion may influence marketing activities of social enterprises. Therefore, they have to adopt 
entrepreneurial and creative approaches to their marketing if they are to address the social problems (Shaw, 
2004). 

3.3. Limits of public marketing  
Although marketing use in social economy might be an useful strategic tool there are some limits that 

need to be taken in consideration when considering such practices. These limits are described within the 4P 
framework as it follows (Kaplan &Haenlein, 2009):  
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(1) PRODUCT: A limit of public marketing use in the social economy is the performance evaluation 
that is more difficult to be realized within social economy structures because of the wide range of 
financial and non-financial indicators considered and their contradictory potential. 

(2) PRICE: Social economy structures are different from private companies in terms of financial goals 
since their purpose is not exclusively profit making as the obtained surplus is reinvested in the 
organization. Therefore social economy structures are not subject to profit maximization pressure. 
Other limits regarding the price in social economy concern goods and services destination. Usually 
they target a disadvantaged group and not the general public and their price is below market level or 
they are free of charge causing a lack of competitivity in comparison to private sector. 

(3) PROMOTION: The major difference between public marketing in social economy and private 
marketing is given by the target group since it can comprise both beneficiaries and donors who make 
available financial and non-financial resources for the provision of goods and services although they 
do not benefit from them. Thus, social economy structures might be dependent on donations for 
which are responsible in front of the donors causing a greater demand for financial accountability 
(Chan, 2003). 

(4) LOCATION: The access of potential customers is essential as most of members from disadvantaged 
groups do not have the possibility to access social economy structures services if they do not live in 
their proximity. Therefore, appropriate distribution networks must be provided. Beside direct 
distribution of services public administration can opt for alternative distribution channels (e.g. buses, 
Internet), but it must acknowledge the potential related risks. Social economy structure have to find 
the right balance between the positive effects on target groups satisfaction resulting from easy access 
to social economy services, and the negative effects stemming from the perception of funds waste 
due to a too dense distribution network (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2009).  

4. Conclusions 
Social economy marketing resembles public marketing and it requires some change in methodology 

approach. Adaptation of tertiary sector to market economy resulted the creation of social enterprises that 
embeds a social and economic dimension. Thus, public and business like marketing becomes an useful tool 
for the management with a great value for institutional goals achievement. Non-financial indicators specific 
to social dimension of social enterprises make more difficult adoption of private marketing and it requires 
adaptation to specific conditions of social enteprises. 
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Abstract.  
 Modern economy is being continuously impacted not only by the global changes, but also by the 
competitive environment that are altering the nature of corporate property and the origin of the factors 
creating added value for the company. In terms of intangible assets, brands are reflecting consumer 
expectations and impact the content and specifics of a company’s creation of value added. 
 The aim of the dissertation, on the basis of a theoretical analysis carried out on the impact of the brand on 
a company’s value added, was to develop a model aimed at determining the impact of the brand on its 
company’s economic value added and verify it empirically. The construction of a theoretical model and 
similar empirical studies has shown that the company's brand exposure to economic value added analysis 
studied in a fragmentary way. The proposed research methodology is based on qualitative (expert evaluation 
and multiple assessment -COPRAS methods) and quantitative (questionnaire surveys, sectorial, financial and 
statistical analysis company) a combination of research methods. The application of proposed brand value 
impact on economic value added evaluation model can be seen in various types of business investment 
projects; can be used as a tool for providing strategic branding and development solutions and efficient 
business management decision-making and evaluation in order to provide added value creation in businesses. 
 
Keywords: evaluation of the brand value, added value of the company, intangible assets.  

JEL Codes: M21, G32, M31. 

1. Introduction  

The modern economy is being continuously impacted not only by the global changes, but also by the 
competitive environment that are altering the nature of corporate property and the origin of the factors 
creating value added. In terms of intangible assets, brands are reflecting consumer expectations and impact 
the content and specifics of a company’s creation of value added. The increase in the brand value leads to a 
competitive advantage taking into account not only the market, but also the attraction of resources and the 
benefit received by the enterprise – the creation of its added value and the increase of the owners’ equity. 

In a variety of areas of the economy, an upward trend is observed in the significance of role assigned to 
the intangible assets as well as brands. It is likely to be induced by the expansion of information and 
innovation as well as the development of knowledge economy. This picture is obvious in corporate 
acquisitions and mergers where the brand value has a significant influence on the price of transactions. The 
use of brand value in the commercial transactions led to the value identification problem, because it is 
impossible to effectively handle the property without knowing its market value. Apart from that, an 
increasingly growing emphasis is laid on the importance of brand valuation, in order to properly manage a 
company’s changes in economic value added. The research presented by the dissertation suggests an insight 
that brand value requires a complex evaluation which triggers a lot of problems in the process of determining 
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the real value of a particular brand. It is self-explanatory because a comprehensive reasoned assessment 
methodology has not been available so far, while the current methods are not only time consuming but also 
require significant financial costs. 

Taking into account rapidly changing business conditions, the majority of enterprises who seek 
operational efficiency consider the creation of value added to be an important issue while in the context of a 
company’s reorganization, rehabilitation, purchase or sales, the identification of value added becomes a 
significant factor. The calculation of a company’s economic value added allows the assessment of a 
company’s created value added. The application of the existing methods for the measurement of both, each 
company’s brand and economic value added does not provide any possibility to assess the non-financial 
value creating factors, because the traditional performance evaluation methods do not always address the 
problems emerging in a dynamic business environment. These are supplemented or even substituted by more 
modern methods targeted at the brand and company evaluation: value chain analysis, discounted cash flow 
analysis, balanced index, etc., and among them – the economic value added methods. Value added method 
facilitates the evaluation of the efficacy of management and is likely to show the contribution of individual 
value chains to creating value added. 

Thus, in many cases, not a company’s economic value added but its brand value become key criterion in 
making management or investment solutions on a variety of issues in the cases of acquisition, sale, merger or 
implementation of internal strategic initiatives. Therefore, many enterprises are aware of the significance of 
the brand value identification which results in the increase observed in sales revenue, profit, the enterprise’s 
name awareness and customer loyalty as well as the impact on a company’s economic value added. Although 
there are a number of brand evaluation methods, scholars are faced with uncertainty when they need to carry 
out a complex assessment of a brand and to determine its contribution to the process of increasing a 
company’s economic value added. Scholarly literature provides further discussions on what the modern 
brand evaluation methods are able to provide a comprehensive examination of the changes that took place in 
a company’s economic value added, i.e. what economic estimates applied for brand valuation will help to 
determine the future increase or decrease in a company’s economic value added. 

 The scientific problem: What kind of methods and indicators shall be applied to the brand value 
and how to determine and evaluate the impact of brand value on a company’s economic value added? 

 The object of the research: the impact of the brand on a company’s economic value added. 

 The aim of the research: on the basis of a theoretical analysis carried out on the impact of the brand 
on a company’s value added, to develop a model aimed at determining the impact of the brand on its 
company’s economic value added and verify it empirically. 

 The objectives of the research: 
1. To analyze the concepts of both, the brand value and a company’s economic value added as well 

their underlying economic theories. 

2. To determine the associations between the concepts of brand value and economic value added. 

3. To analyze and structure the methods applied in determining brand value and a company’s 
economic value added. 

4. To construct a theoretical model for measuring the impact of brand value on a company’s economic 
value added. 

5. To develop a methodology that will enable to test and adjust the theoretical model constructed to 
evaluate the brand impact on a company’s economic value added. 

6. To verify empirically a theoretical model aimed to evaluate the impact of brand value on a 
company’s economic value added by applying it to natural mineral water producers in Lithuania. 
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Research methods: scientific literature analysis, quantitative secondary and primary statistical data 
analysis; an expert and multi-criteria assessment (COPRAS) and financial analysis of corporate financial 
performance. The empirical research findings were processed by MS Excel and SPSS19. 

2. Literature analysis 
 The procedure of brand valuation has been hindered by not only the versatility of the research object, 
a sophisticated assessment of the consumer, market and financial value in terms of money and other 
quantitative and qualitative measures, but also the fact that the identification of its impact on the a 
company’s economic value added has not been the target of active discussions. 

 The relevance of the brand attracted the attention of scholars in the 1990-ies with the increasing 
popularity of brands that were inducing positive associations. The consumer brand value concept 
fundamentals were created by D. Aaker (1991, 1996, 1997, 2001, 2010). Later, his ideas were further 
developed in the scholarly works of other authors (Keller, 1993, 2008; Davis, 1994; Fournier, 1998; Murphy, 
1998, Doyle, 2000; Martinez, Chernatony, 2004; Grohmann, 2008; Castaneda, Rodriguez, Luque, 2009; 
Dahlen, Granlund; A. Grenros, 2009; Veloutsou, Moutinho, 2009; DeChernatony, 2010; Kapferer, 2012; 
Kotler, Keller, 2012, et al.), whose articles appeared in the scientific literature as solid elements contributing 
to the brand and the concept of brand value. Brand and brand valuationissues have been addressed by the 
scientific research carried out in Lithuania by the following scholars: V. Auruškevičienė, R. Kuvykaitė, 
2002; J. Maščinskienė, I. Jucaitytė, R. Kuvykaitė, 200; D. Gudačiauskas, 2004; L. Šalčiuvienė, 2004; L. 
Bivainienė, 2006; R. Urbanskienė, R. Vaitkienė, 2006; R. Ruževičiūtė, J. Ruževičius, 2010; R. Virvilaitė, 
2012; M.Kavaliauskė et al., 2012; V. Vainauskienė, 2015; E. Šeimienė, 2015, etc.). 

 The authors who have established brand determination methods, in terms of brand multiplicity, fall 
into three groups: those who continuously focused on consumer brand value (Aaker, 1996, K. L. Keller, 
1998, Hart, Murphy 1999, 2006; Doyle, 2000; while others laid emphasis on the economic brand value - 
Sullivan, 1992, 2000; Crimmins, 1992; Bekmeier-Feuerhahn, 1998, Smith, Haigh, 1999, Hussey, Ong, 2000, 
Jucaitytė, Virvilaitė, 2002; Murphy, Rutteman, 2006; Perrier 2008; Gudačiauskas 2004, 2007, etc.). It should 
be noted that these authors analysed various economic aspects of the brand value and provided various 
methods aimed at assessing its quantity. The third group of scholars suggested multiple branding methods 
that became popular in the world and are known not by author, but by a separate name (Semi, 1996): BBDO 
BEES (Zimmermann, 2001), “BrandEconomics” (Stern, Sewart&Co., 2002), “Interbrand gained popularity 
in the United States (Schlaberg, 1997; Zimmermann, 2001, 2008) and “MillwardBrownOptimator” (Farr, 
Seddon, 2005) and others. These brand valuation methods are difficult to apply in practice due to either a 
lack of their application methodologies or copyright procedures, commercial secrets or licenses. 

 The economic value added method was examined by Stern, Stewart, (1991,1999, 2013), Grant, 
(1997), DeVilliers, (1997), Biddle at al. (1997), Makelainen, Roztocki,(1998), Garvey&Milbourn (2000), 
Worthington&West (2004), Fernandez et al. (2011) as well as by Wet, Hall (2004), Shil (2009), Sharma, 
Kumar (2010) Cunha Pinto, Machado-Santos, (2011), Vasile (2013), Susu (2013), Ivanov, Leong and Zaima 
(2014), Gianpaolo, Laise, Migliano (2014) and other scholars. This method was applied in examining a 
company’s economic value added and its determination by the following Lithuanian scientists: Stravinskas 
(2000), Valentinavičius (2003), Cibulskienė (2005) Chmieliauskaitė (2006), Burkšaitienė, Juozapavičienė 
(2008), Petravičius (2008), Kancerevičius (2009), Christauskas, Kazlauskienė (2009), Burkšaitienė (2009), 
Aleknevičienė (2009), Cibulskienė, Padgureckienė (2011), Darškuvienė (2013), Makutėnaitė, Gliaubicas, 
Makutėnienė (2014), who provided a more explicit analysis of the concept of the economic value added and 
its importance. 
 Overall, it can be stated that the significance of brand valuation and valuation of value added has 
been receiving considerable attention by scholars worldwide. The scientific community shows an 
increasingly growing interest in comprehensive brand valuation. The scholars show interest in finding a 
possibility to identify both, consumer and economic brand value. Also, an accelerating scholarly interest is 
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observed in determining the factors that create a company’s value-added. However, the research carried out 
into the brand value and a company’s value added should assess the principle of a complex approach 
enabling to intertwine two problems: a) brand valuation issues; b) the issues related to the determination of a 
company’s economic value added. Thus, the estimation of the brand value and its impact on a company’s 
economic value added is relevant from both the theoretical and practical viewpoints.  

3. Main findings of dissertation 

 In an attempt to review the brand and its value, a company’s economic value-added factors and their 
underlying economic theories, the first part of the dissertation provides the analysis of the brand and its 
value features, highlights the value of the components necessary to be taken into account, presents a 
comprehensive analysis carried out into brand value and its components, provides justification that brand 
value is a system, examines corporate economic value added and trends in value creating factors reveals, 
associations between the brand and corporate economic value added.   

 The second part of the dissertation deals with the justification of methodology aimed to estimate the 
impact of brand value on corporate economic value added, particular focus is laid on brand value estimation 
methods in terms of their economic, consumer and complex characteristics, their strengths and weaknesses 
are highlighted, the problems related to their application are revealed, a model aimed to determine brand 
value is modified. 

 

Fig. 1 A modified brand valuation model 

Also, the analysis of corporate economic value added estimation methods as well as their advantages and 
disadvantages have been carried out, a problematic comparative analysis has been carried out seeking to 
determine the most appropriate corporate economic value added method of measurement (EVA). EVA has 
been selected due to the fact that it provides a comprehensive reflection of the scale of a company’s 
economic value added creation, ensures the creation of a performance measurement system and its 
application in evaluating the performance. As a result of the research, a theoretical model encompassing a 
methodology aimed to determine the impact of brand value on a company’s economic value added has been 
developed.   
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Figure 2. A theoretical model of the brand value impact on a company‘s economic value added 
 

The aim of the proposed model is not to determine the factors of the brand or a company’s economic 
value added, but to put forward new ideas for the formation of a model of the brand impact on a company’s 
economic value added model and the assessment of the impact. The main contribution of this dissertation is 
to enrich the measurement of the brand value impact on a company’s economic value added and provide an 
empirical analysis of a new model. 

The third part of the dissertation comprises a logical scheme of an empirical research into the 
testing of a theoretical model aimed to determine the impact of brand value on a company’s economic value 
added in the sector of the Lithuanian natural mineral water production.  

 

 
Figure 3. A logical scheme of an empirical research 

 
The selected research logic (see Fig. 3) integrates a combination of qualitative and quantitative 

research methods and is based on the objective of the quality assurance of the content and the results 
obtained, focusing on the benefits of practical application of the research findings and the achievement of the 
main objective of this dissertation. First, the analysis of the natural mineral water sector in Lithuania has 
been carried out. In the second part, a continuous expert evaluation aimed at determining the sector’s 
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consumer brand value components and their weights as well as the measure of the brand strength has been 
discussed. In the third part, on the basis of a questionnaire survey, the components of consumer brand values 
have been tested and a consumer brand index has been formed. In the fourth part, a financial analysis of 
companies has been performed to determine the value of their owned brands and created economic value 
added. The fifth part involves the verification and presentation of an adjusted model aimed to determine the 
impact of brand value on a company’s economic value added and obtained by using a multiple regression 
method.  

Taking into account the course of arrangement of an empirical survey, the first stage of the research 
has focused on the identification of the brand value forming factors and their weights. Further, on the basis 
of the assessment provided by 11 experts and application of multicriteria, the consumerism brand value 
components and their weights were purified and subsequently verified by a questionnaire survey conducted 
among the Lithuanian natural mineral water consumers.  

 

Table 1. The most significant brand value components and their weights 

 Expert assessment  Sums of 
expert 
estimates  

Significance 
coefficient 
(weight) 

Brand 
awareness  

Brand awareness 7.87 0.025 
Brand recognition 7.9 0.025 
Brand recollection 8.03 0.025 
First choice of the brand 8.22 0.026 

Brand 
associations 

Brand benefit 8.05 0.025 
Features 7.95 0.024 
Packaging 7.91 0.024 
Exclusivity 7.83 0.024 

Experienced 
quality 

Internal quality of the brand 8.28 0.026 

Brand credibility (image) 
Brand information 

8.04 0.025 

Brand loyalty Repeated purchase of the brand 8.30 0.026 

Brand purchase at a higher price 8.13 0.025 
I will not buy other brands if I find products of 
this brand in a store  

7.54 0.024 

In the third part, on the basis of conducting a questionnaire survey, the components of 
consumerism values of brands have been verified by surveying 500 consumers of natural mineral 
water in Lithuania and a consumerism brand value index has been developed/constructed. 

Table 2. The components of consumer brand value (n = 500) 

  Components  Factors and their values  Cronbachalp
ha 

1 Brand 
awareness  
(58 per 
cent) 

I am well aware of the “x” brand mineral water –.017 .909 .161 –.031 0.647 
2 I well recognize the graphic symbol (logo) of the 

“x” brand   
–.121 .681 .256 .086  

3 I easily remember the advertising messages of the 
“x” brand  

–.187 .790 .297 .445 

4 Brand 
perceived 
quality 
(20 per 
cent) 

 Evaluate the quality of the “x” brand mineral 
water 

.087 .185 .754 .070 0.601 

5 Evaluate the benefits of the “x” brand mineral 
water  

.108 .209 .636 .024 

6 Evaluate the packaging of the “x” brand mineral 
water  

–.031 –.014 .756 .136 
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7 Brand 
loyalty 
(17 per 
cent) 

 I always buy the same “x” brand mineral water –.156 .197 .362 .580 0.571 
8  If only I find the “x” brand mineral water on the 

shelves, I don’t buy any other brands 
.295 –.129 –.016 .779 

9 I would buy the “x” brand mineral water, even if I 
found out that its qualities are no different from the 
others 

.548 .597 .063 .772 

10 I would buy the “x” brand mineral water, even if I 
found out that there better brands than “x” 

.298 .682 .023 .769 

11  I would buy the “x” brand mineral water, even if it 
is more expensive than other brands 

.667 .123 –.120 .356 

12 Brand 
image/ 
Association
s  (5 per 
cent) 
 

By purchasing and consuming the “x” brand 
mineral water, I feel unique 

.857 –.050 .144 –.030 0,838 
 

13 
By consuming the “x” brand mineral water, I feel 
that I live in the pace of modern life 

.861 –.072 .054 –.094 

 
The most significant component of the brand, as shown by the quantitative study, is brand 

awareness (correlation coefficient 0.909), which explains as much as 58 per cent of the dispersion of all the 
variables, brand loyalty (0.857), which accounts for 20 per cent of the total of all the variable dispersion 
pattern, brand associations (0.861), which explains as much as 17 per cent of all the variable dispersion, and 
brand image (0.857), which explains as much as 5 per cent of all the variable dispersion. Thus, on the basis 
of the findings obtained by the choice of brand survey carried out on the Lithuanian natural mineral water 
market, a consumerism value index has been composed.  

 
Ipž = 0,58 Ipžž + 0,2 Ipžk + 0,17 Ipžl + 0,05 Ipža............................ (1) 
 
Where: Ipž– integrated brand consumerism value index, Ipžž – prekės ženklo žinomumo indeksas, Ipžl 

– brand quality index, Ipžl – brand loyalty index, Ipžl – brand association index a1, a2, a3, ai– brand index 
weights of factor analysis (n = 500) (effective condition a1 + a2+ a3= 1). 

In the fourth part, the financial analysis of companies has been performed to determine their owned 
brand value and the created economic value added. On the basis of the findings obtained and by taking into 
account the research criteria, the brand strength assessment and the identification of corporate economic 
value added were carried out.  

 

Figure 5. The ratio of corporate brand value and EVA in 2014 
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An overview of the findings of the research and the indicators of the analysis showed an 
association between a company’s volume of generated revenues, net income, investments in marketing, that 
depend on several key factors: net profitability, marketing costs, the level of competition in the sector, the 
company size and growth rates, the ratio of debt and equity capital structure as well as the intangible and 
tangible assets. 

The fifth part of the dissertation, on the basis of the results obtained from testing the model aimed 
to assess the brand impact on a company’s economic value added, involves the adjustment of a theoretical 
model using the multiple regression method. The research employed five most relevant variables in terms of 
EVA : adjusted net profit (LTL) (EBIT ), the weighted capital costs (WACC ), assets (LTL ) (T), company 
size (ID ) brand value (LTL ) (PŽE). The analysis of corporate brand value created by a company’s brand 
and its relationship with the creation of a company’s value added and generation of value revealed the 
emergence of a problem in terms of the fact that the natural mineral water sector comprises companies that 
belong to a category of small and medium-sized enterprises, thus size of the company (which has been 
calculated (by logarithm (sales revenues / assets)) had to be removed from the model. Also, a decision has 
been taken with regard to the sector’s variable - all of these companies are owned by one natural mineral 
water sector.  

 
EVA = 2,772,484.46 + 0.85 EBIT – 316,408.20 WACC – 0,065 Assets + 0.61 PŽV. 

 
Where: α = 2,772,484.46, βEBIT= 0.85;βWACC= 316,408.20, βAssets= –0.065, βPžV= 0.06. 

 
The table No.2 of the multiple linear regression analysis coefficients provides for the conclusions drawn on 
each of the indicators influencing EVA dependant variables, i.e. a strong positive influence is observed in 
EBIT, a negative impact is visible in WACC (weighted capital costs), the structure of a company’s assets has 
no impact on EVA. The same findings were observed by other authors if compared with the research 
conducted by Young and O’Byrne (2002): they chose net profit, as an expression of intangible assets, yet, in 
this factor revealed no association their model, either. The brand value shows a strong positive impact on 
EVA apart from the fact that it has a dual, direct and indirect effect (the financial brand value shows the 
direct impact and immediately, the consumer value has an indirect impact, because the consumer 
expectations, which largely determine the brand value, are turned into money only within a certain period of 
time).  

The results obtained by our research coincide with studies carried out in foreign countries and 
support the concept that the increase of brand value has a positive influence on a company’s economic value 
added. It can be argued that in this particular case, the interdependence of profitability, brand and EVA is 
strong enough. A negative relationship between the average weighted capital costs and EVA reflects the 
findings obtained by many foreign scholars (Lin Zhilin, 2008; Young, O’Byrne, 2002) and shows that the 
reduction of debt part in the capital structure can lead to an increase in EVA, but with certain restrictions so 
that the alternative of equity capital financing would not become significantly more expensive rather than 
financing from external sources. The absence of association between the assets and EVA shows no trend, it 
only reflects the accounting problems observed in intangible assets in Lithuania. Since, in our case the 
tangible assets amounted to 97 per cent of the value of assets, it does not at all reflect the intangible assets 
which, in theory, has an important influence on the economic value added.  

In summary, it can be argued that the performed multiple regression analysis has proved a 
positive brand impact on a company’s economic value added (EVA). An upgraded method for assessing the 
brand impact on a company’s economic value added is presented below (see Figure 5) 
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Fig. 5 An upgraded impact assessment method   

Figure 5 shows that the value of the brand has a positive (direct in terms of the financial brand value and 
indirect in terms of the consumer brand value) impact on a company’s economic value added. Other factors 
affecting a company’s economic value added is the operating profit before interest and taxes EBIT (a strong 
positive influence) the weighted capital costs (a strong negative influence), while the structure or the changes 
in assets have no significant impact on EVA. 

4. Conclusions 

 The scientific novelty of the dissertation is defined by the following findings: 
 
1. The additional comprehension of the associations of brand value and a company’s economic value added, 
showing that a company’s economic value added is changing under the influence of the change observed in 
its brand value. The brand value has a direct and indirect impact on a company’s value added. A direct 
impact involves brand value growth enhancing a company’s financial value, while an indirect effect means 
that the increasing brand value increases customer loyalty to a company’s brand, a company’s economic 
value added and its competitive advantage in the market, while this, in its turn, increases the economic value 
added created by a company. 
 
2. The strengths and weaknesses of methods aimed at determining brand value and a company’s economic 
value added were identified, the negligence of a complexity principle being among the most outstanding 
ones. On the basis of a summary of problems arisen in the course of assessment of brands and a company’s 
value added, an complex model was developed to assess the impact of a company’s brand value on its 
economic added value, in order to eliminate the limitations of the assessment methods used. 

3. A model aimed to determine the impact brand value on a company’s economic value added has been 
developed. The need of a complex evaluation was provided and the evaluation principles were formulated to 
estimate the impact of brand value as well as the nature and significance of factors for the creation of the 
economic value added. The model summarizes and provides a complex evaluation of a wide range of 
fragmented scientific methods employed to measure brand value and a company’s economic value added. 

4. The dissertation proposed a novel research methodology, which allows practical evaluation and 
verification of the two associated variable phenomena - brand value and its impact on a company’s economic 
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value added. The proposed methodology is based on a combination of qualitative (expert assessment and 
multiple assessment (COPRAS) methods) and quantitative (questionnaire surveys, sectoral, financial and 
statistical company analysis) research methods. Taking into account relevant scholarly studies, a multiple 
regression analysis has been used to test the model measuring the impact of brand value on a company’s 
economic value added (EVA). An index was constructed not only to calculate consumer brand value, but 
also to reflect the consumer brand value components and their weights, promote the development of the 
scientific debate on marketing investment assumptions, influence and place in strategic brand management 
process. 
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Abstract: Current research provides evidence that traditional business and public sector organizations are not the 
only structures that encourage development through innovation. A more recent form of organization known under 
the name of “social enterprise “ has a great potential to innovate services, products and processes which can create 
social value. We have reviewed an array of social economy literature incorporating into it the concept of 
innovation. Following the grounded theory procedure we have analysed 59 papers in the field of social economy 
published between 1990 and 2014 so as to see the current state of knowledge regarding the innovative dimension of 
social enterprises. The innovative dimension of the social enterprise has been found to have been rather neglected 
by the research field, which tend to adhere to a more theoretical rather than empirical direction. A future research 
agenda is proposed here, so as to address this issue. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The fact that the borderline between the private, public and the third sector has increasingly become more 
difficult to draw is no news. Partly, it is because these three sectors have begun collaborating, both 
formally and unofficially, in order to deliver services or products for the general public or target groups. 
Concepts such as “social entrepreneurship “ or “social enterprises “ are often wrongly associated with the 
non-profit sector, which is thought to have intended to complement the public sector in addressing certain 
social needs. 

Luke (2013) notes that while actually different, the concepts “social entrepreneurship “ and “social 
enterprise “ are often mistaken for one another, failing to take into account that not every enterprise is 
also entrepreneurial. He also highlights the difference between social enterprises and the traditional non-
profit organizations reflected by the business type approach to social problems that characterise social 
enterprises. 
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Social entrepreneurship is regarded as a sub-discipline of entrepreneurship and its definition by Certo 
(2008) argues that social entrepreneurship consists of “identification, assessment and exploitation of 
opportunities resulting in social value “. 

Austin et al. (2006) add the innovative feature of social entrepreneurship activities and refer to the 
diversity of the social environments in which it can materialise: the public, the private or the non-profit 
setting. Hence, social entrepreneurship is not solely destined for the non-profit sector.  

The social enterprise is an operator within the social economy, whose main objective is rather having a 
social impact than making a profit for shareholders or other stakeholders. It provides the market with 
certain goods and services, doing so in an entrepreneurial and innovative manner, using the gained profit 
primarily for the achieving social goals. The social enterprise operates in an open and accountable way 
and it is particularly characterised by the involvement of its employees, consumers and stakeholders who 
are affected by its commercial activities (European Commission, Social Business Initiative 2011). 

Defined as the implementation of non-governmental approaches and based on market economy in order to 
meet social problems, social enterprises can take various forms as a result of the particular needs and the 
institutional structure of each country (Kerlin 2009). 

Social entrepreneurship can be identified in social enterprises when a particular person or a group of 
people (Peredo 2006): (1) aspire to offer social value exclusively or in a prominent way and pursue this 
goal through a combination of (2) recognition and exploitation of opportunities in order to create value; 
(3) engagement of innovation; (4) risk tolerance; and (5) refusal to accept the limitations of available 
resources. 

Therefore, innovation is a part of social entrepreneurship and it has an important place within social 
enterprises. The present paper systematically analyses the concept of innovation within the body literature 
pertaining to social economy and purports to set a research agenda that would provide practitioners with 
relevant contributions in the field as well as required research efforts so as to better understand innovation 
in such organizational structures. 

 

2. The concept of innovation  
 

In simple terms, innovation is about doing something different (Costello and Prohaska 2013). An 
innovation can be a product, a service or a process (Brynteson 2010; Union 2013). Kao (2007) defines 
innovation as “the ability of individuals, companies and entire nations to continuously create their desired 
future”.  

Thus, innovation has three dimensions: individual, organizational (e.g., private companies, public 
companies, NGOs) and also territorial facets (e.g., local level, regional level, national level, global level). 
Our main concern is organizational innovation with emphasis on social ventures.  

The European Commission through Innovation Union supports innovation due to its capacity to (Union 
2013) create job opportunities for all, especially the young; get the economy back on track; make 
companies more competitive in the global market; solve the challenges of an ageing population; secure 
resources like food and fuel; fight global warming; and improve smart and green transport. 

Brynteson (2010) asserts that innovation leads to individual wealth in any economy and creates 
opportunities to new economic growth. He argues that human resource is the real competitive advantage 
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of a company in the process of innovation, by means of motivating that “processes, technologies, capital 
and products can all be duplicated” (Bryteson 2010). 

Reference to innovation in organizations whose primary purpose is social can be found in specialized 
literature, under the name of “social innovation”. Social innovation regards innovation activities and 
services that aim to meet social needs, in contrast with business innovation, the primary focus of which is 
the maximisation of profit (Mulgan 2006; Brown and Wyatt 2010).  

The second step in the process of social innovation focuses on generating ideas – ideation. Solutions 
should be generated according to results obtained in previous steps which would be construed favourable 
to change (Brown and Wyatt 2010). 

The implementation phase refers to selection of best ideas from the ideation phase and transforming them 
into an objective, complete action plan that involves its testing in practice (Bryan and Wyatt 2010; 
Mulgan 2006). Mulgan (2006) explains that few plans succeed in reality, although they may be supported 
by market research and desk analysis. He concludes that the recipe for progress involves prototyping or 
piloting of the idea and stimulating enthusiasm for it. 

 

3. The Methodology of Review 
 

The current paper, entitled “The concept of innovation in social economy” aims at identifying the 
innovative perspective in social economy by means of content analysis of most influential publications in 
the field. 

In order to approach innovation in social economy we analyse content published in social economy (SE) 
studies. The goal is to examine how innovation is perceived in relation to social economy and to identify 
the direction towards where it moves. In the following sections details of methods employed to identify 
and analyse published works in the field are provided.  

We have performed a systematic review according to a predefined search strategy respecting the process 
stages as suggested by Kitchenham (2004): (1) planning – justification and protocol; (2) conducting the 
review - identification of research, selection of primary studies, study quality assessment, data extraction 
& monitoring and data synthesis; and the final stage (3) reporting the review. The selection procedure is 
similar to that followed by Mainela et al. (2014) in their review and research agenda pertaining to the 
concept of international opportunity in entrepreneurship. We propose the following protocol for relevant 
literature identification.  

 

Table 1: Protocol for SE literature identification 

Criteria Reasons 

(1) Publications 
in the field of SE 

We search ISI Web of Science databases for papers on social economy;  

We select works in social economy related subject categories such as: business 
economics, public administration, social science, sociology, government law, social 
work and social issues. 

We add industry related subject categories (engineering, science technology, 
computer science, material science, robotics etc.) so as to examine the role of social 
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economy in industry. 

We search for works with the following keywords in their title: social economy/ 
non-profit organizations/ non-governmental organizations/ social enterprise/ social 
entrepreneurship, to ensure a wider approach of the concept. 

(2) Publications 
between 1990-
2014 

We set the starting point of our research so it correspond with the rise of social 
economy institutions in Eastern Europe (Noya and Clarence 2007) as a 
consequence of totalitarian states collapse (1990); 

(3) Publications 
in peer-reviewed 
journals  

We select only the works published in journals with an ISI-impact factor over 1.000 
in 2013 ranking; 

 

(4) Publication at 
full-length 
journal article or 
review 

We exclude book reviews and conference proceedings papers; 

(5) Incorporation 
of innovation 
concept 

We record the occurrence of innovation concept in abstracts, keywords and/or 
content of papers; We analyse the contexts of the concept 

 

In the early phase all the works related to social economy published between 1990 and 2014 have been 
identified in ISI Web of Science. Secondly, we have selected from them only such materials published in 
journals with ISI-impact factor of over 1.000 in the 2013 ranking, so as to ensure the quality of materials 
and of the review process. Out of 116 works matching the impact factor criterion, only 59 were 
approaching the concept of innovation within their content and therefore they were retained for further 
analysis. 

We have deliberately chosen to select only articles, refraining from extending our search to books and 
book chapters, as a wider literature area would affect the quality of the content analysis and also, because 
of accessibility of the articles published in journals. 

For the content analysis we propose three types of coding: (1) open coding; (2) axial coding; and (3) 
selective coding to construct our theories. Firstly, we have identified and sorted the relevant literature in 
the field. Secondly, we have extracted innovation-directly-related paragraphs from the materials to be 
coded according to typical methodology. Finally, we have formulated a research agenda for the future. 

The analysis was developed using the content analysis procedure that belongs in grounded theory (Strauss 
and Corbin 1990). As noted, we have analysed our materials using three types of coding: open coding, 
axial coding and selective coding.  

Open coding allowed us to break the data into pieces and label all relevant data regarding our subject. We 
have discovered codes describing specific phenomena (properties) that were gathered under a category.  

The next step has been axial coding, aimed at refining and differentiating categories which had resulted 
from the open coding (Flick 2009). The methodology used is that originated by Strauss and Corbin (1990) 
as it allowed us to discover and establish structures and relationships between all types of data labels 
(phenomena, concepts and categories). The coding paradigm model is represented in the figure below. 
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Fig. 1: Axial coding model 

 

We continued our coding procedure with selective coding. Selective coding represents a prosecution of 
axial coding at a higher level of abstraction. At this point, the development and integration of axial coding 
is compared to other groups that focus on possible concepts or variables of interest. It might imply search 
for further examples and evidence for core categories that will help at the development of case stories 
(Flick 2009). 

 

4. Results of the review 
 

The analysis reveals that early stage of social economy literature tends to approach innovation as it had 
been referred to before 2003, when the concept of innovation or social innovation was absent in high 
impact journals. Out of 59 selected articles, 21 were published between 2003 and 2009, followed by the 
rest of 38 which had been published between 2010 and 2014. The year with the highest number of works 
in the field of social economy incorporating the concept of innovation had been, by far, 2012, with 13 
articles. The reviewed works and their research focus are presented in Table 2 below.  

 

 Table 2: The reviewed studies on innovation in social enterprises 

Study Method Research focus 

Allen et al. (2010) Case study Using the social entrepreneurship approach to create 
innovative and sustainable applied health research 
outcomes 

Bahmani, Galindo and 
Mendez (2012) 

Secondary 
data,;quantitative 

Effect of NGOs, human capital and entrepreneurship 
on economic growth 

PHENOMENON 

CONTEXT AND 
CONDITIONS 

 
STRATEGIES 

 
CONSEQUENCES 

 
CAUSES 
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Barr, Fafchamps and 
Owens (2005) 

Survey Activities, resources and governance; structure of 
NGOs in Uganda  

Cardoso, Meireles and 
Peralta (2012)  

Survey Conceptual model for social economy organizations 

Chell (2007) Conceptual The nature of social enterprise 
Chesbrought (2006) Case study The role of NGOs in development of innovative and 

successful business models 
Choi and Majumdar 
(2014) 

Conceptual Novel conceptual understanding of social 
entrepreneurship 

Cornelius et al. (2008) Conceptual Corporate relationship between social enterprises, 
social awareness and action related to corporate 
social responsibility 

Corner and Ho (2010) Interviews, 
secondary data 

Opportunity identification in social Entrepreneurship 

Coule and Patmore 
(2013) 

Interviews, 
document analysis 

Conceptualization of non-profit innovation 

Datta and Gailey (2012) Case study Women entrepreneurship in India 
Dees (2012) Conceptual The two cultures of social entrepreneurship 
Dempsey (2010) Conceptual Assessment of social entrepreneurship practices and 

effects 
Desa and Basu (2012) Secondary data, 

quantitative 
Approaches used by social ventures to mobilize 
critical resources: optimization and bricolage 

Desa (2011)  Effects of regulatory, political and technological 
institutions on resource-mobilization 

DiDomenico, Tracey 
and Haugh2 (2009) 

Conceptual Social economy involvement in public service 
delivery 

Felicio, Gonçalves and 
Gonçalves (2013) 

Survey, interviews Roles of social entrepreneurship and transformational 
leadership in explaining the social value and the 
organizational performance of non-profit social 
organizations 

Hemingway (2005) Conceptual Personal values as drivers of entrepreneurs’ 
behaviour 

Herranz, Council and 
McKay (2011) 

Case study Government’s financial role in a tri-value social 
enterprise 

Kerlin (2012) Case study Conceptual framework for social enterprises based on 
institutional factors 

Kong (2008) Conceptual Strategic management in non-profit organizations 
Korosec (2006) Survey, Interviews Support of public administration for social 

enterprises 
Kourula (2010) Case study Engagement with non-governmental organizations 
Lasprogata and Cotton 
(2003) 

Conceptual Business and legal boundaries in social 
entrepreneurship 

Lepoutre et al. (2013) Survey Measuring population-based social entrepreneurship 
activity 

Liu and Ko (2011) Case study Learning mechanisms in developing marketing 
capability to deploy social enterprises’ resources in 
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the marketplace 
Luke and Chu (2013 Interviews Distinctions between social enterprise and social 

entrepreneurship 
Mair and Marti (2006) Conceptual Social entrepreneurship research 
Martin and Novicevic 
(2010) 

Case study  The role of social entrepreneurship, servant 
leadership, and acculturation in reducing the 
problems of poverty in Kenya 

Mayer and Ganahl 
(2014) 

Conceptual Offering non-profit-like tax benefits to hybrid entities 

Maclean, Harvey and 
Shaw (2012) 

Case study The role of sites and spaces of socially innovative 
philanthropic in their success 

Miller et al. (2012) Conceptual Mechanisms that transform compassion into social 
entrepreneurship and institutional conditions under 
which they are most likely to do so 

Montgomery, Dacin and 
Dacin (2012) 

Case study The role of collective social entrepreneurship 

Neck, Brush and Allen 
(2009) 

Conceptual The concept of social entrepreneurship 

Nga and 
Shamuganathan (2010) 

Survey The influence of Big Five Personality Traits on social 
entrepreneurship dimensions 

Nicholls (2009) Case study Reporting practices used by social entrepreneurs in 
terms of their institutional settings and strategic 
objectives 

Nicholls1 (2010) Case study Analysis of the regulatory space within which the 
reporting and disclosure practices for Community 
Interest Companies were negotiated 

Nicholls2 (2010) Conceptual Conceptualizing social entrepreneurship as a field of 
action in a pre-paradigmatic state 

Nicolaescu (2012) Conceptual Initiatives and methodologies to evaluate the good 
practices in social economy 

Nisar (2013) Case study Implementation constraints in social enterprise and 
community public private partnerships 

Squazzoni (2009) Case study The role of social entrepreneurs and social capital as 
drivers of economic development initiatives at a 
regional level 

Peredo and McLean 
(2006) 

Conceptual Review of the concept of social entrepreneurship 

Popoviciu I. and 
Popoviciu S. A. (2011) 

Conceptual Conceptualization and specific components of 
entrepreneurship 

Reinhardt et al. (2009) Case study Description of world environment within which 
NGOs that address health issues have to operate 

Ridley-Duff (2007) Conceptual Differences between individualist and communitarian 
views of social organization explaining the effects of 
beliefs about social identity, consensus and diversity 
on corporate governance  

Ruebottom (2013) Case study Rhetorical strategy that overcome the difficulties in 
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building legitimacy in social entrepreneurship 
Sakarya (2012) Case study Inputs, outcomes and social transformation of social 

alliances 
Santos (2012) Conceptual Advancing scholarly research in social 

entrepreneurship 
Short, Moss and 
Lumpkin (2009) 

Secondary data, 
quantitative 

Social entrepreneurship research 

Sud, VanSandt 
and Baugous (2009) 

Conceptual Ability of social entrepreneurship to provide 
solutions on large-scale social issues 

Tremblay, Gutberlet and 
Peredo (2010) 

Case study Socioeconomic aspects of resource recovery, 
capacity of social entrepreneurship for community 
development, and policy framework  

Tucker et al. (2012) Conceptual Social entrepreneurship for sexual health approach 
for at risk populations 

VanSandt, Sud and 
Marme (2009) 

Case study Alternate methods of expansion, scaling and 
replication, and examination of potential catalysts  
enabling social entrepreneurs to attain social 
improvement 

Weber (2012) Interview Frances Westley: social innovation and social 
enterprise in the classroom 

Weerawardena and 
Mort (2006) 

Case study A multidimensional model of social entrepreneurship 
 

Wright, Marston and 
McDonald (2011) 

Case study Development of welfare-to-work policies and 
comparison of delivery traditions in the UK and 
Australia 

Yiu et al. (2014) Case study Sentimental motivation for engaging in social 
entrepreneurial activities 

Zahra et al.(2008) Conceptual Forces leading to the globalization of social 
entrepreneurial activities 

Zahra, Newey and Li 
(2013) 

Conceptual Extending the field of international entrepreneurship 
through social entrepreneurship 

  

Social and environmental problems that describe current society (Neck, Brush and Allen 2009) are often 
avoided by the profit seeking business sector, leaving room for those whose mission is not just to gain 
economic advantages, but also to solve social problems through the creating of social innovation 
(Popoviciu I. and Popoviciu S. A., 2011; Tucker et al. 2012). Social entrepreneurships as it is called, 
combines social and economic drivers aimed at creating new technology and innovation that will, in turn, 
generate income for disadvantaged people, providing solutions for poverty-stricken areas (Corner and Ho 
2010). Its key role concerns the innovation of welfare and environmental policies, restoring economic 
activity and responding to global crisis (Nicholls 2009) as it is easier to introduce radical innovation in 
social new ventures rather than in welfare organizations (Zahra et al. 2008).  

These markets, neglected by the for-profit sector, are even more present in developing countries where 
the way of living and changes are characterized by less variation and slower movement than would be the 
case in developed countries (Chesbrought et al. 2006) and they foster innovative processes, technologies 
and sustainable socio-economic development opportunities (Nga and Shamuganathan 2010). In contrast, 
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social economy in developing countries is considered in more complex and diverse terms (Barr, 
Fafchamps and Owens 2005), leaving space for further innovation process (Bahmani, Galindo and 
Mendez 2012) and technology (Nga and Shamuganathan 2010) which, in turn, results in people’s 
empowerment, creation of new social relations and collaboration patterns (Nicolaescu 2012). 

Innovative environment is characterized by uncertainty and limited resources (Cardoso, Meireles and 
Peralta 2012) coupled with individual passion to be an agent of social change (Nga and Shamuganathan 
2010). Social innovation barriers concerns difficulty in (Dees 2012): attracting sufficient skilled 
personnel; attracting affordable skilled personnel; retaining sufficient skilled personnel; and retaining 
affordable skilled personnel. 

Apart from skills, personnel’s characteristics such as attitude, competencies, experience, tacit knowledge, 
innovativeness and talent play an essential role in innovation and strategic renewal that lead to social 
innovation (Kong 2008; Choo and Bontis 2002; Guerrero 2003; Roos and Jacobsen 1999). Knowledge 
sharing mechanisms are important where the personnel have a major role in achieving the organizational 
objectives such as social innovation. Liu and Ko (2011) had identified two main mechanisms for 
knowledge sharing in social enterprises, namely, recruitment of experience staff from other social 
enterprises; and knowledge exchange through formal associations and informal social networks. The 
social entrepreneurial framework is presented in the table below. 

 

Table 3: Social entrepreneurial framework 

 
 

Mission To create and sustain social value (Allen et al. 2010; Cardoso, Meireles and Peralta 2012; 
Lasprogata and Cotton 2003; Nga and Shamuganathan 2010; Nicholls 2009; Peredo and 
McLean 2006; Choi and Majumdar 2014).   

Means � Continuously recognizing and pursuing new opportunities (Allen et al. 2010; 
Lasprogata and Cotton 2003; Luke and Chu 2013; Peredo and McLean 2006; Corner 
and Ho 2010); 

� Acting boldly (Allen et al. 2010); 

� Innovation (Peredo and McLean 2006); 

� Adaptation and learning (Allen et al. 2010; Lasprogata and Cotton 2003; Luke and Chu 
2013) 

� Demonstrating a heightened sense of accountability (Allen et al. 2010; Lasprogata and 
Cotton 2003; Peredo and McLean 2006); 

� Involvement of disadvantaged groups, e.g., handicapped, aged, underprivileged, 
children at risk, young people at risk (Cardoso Meireles and Peralta 2012); 

� Profit reinvestment (Cardoso, Meireles and Peralta 2012; Nga and Shamuganathan 
2010; Nicholls 2009); 

� Risk toleration (Peredo and McLean 2006); 

� Overcoming financial limitations by means such as dependency on public and private 
funds (Cardoso, Meireles and Peralta 2012; Peredo and McLean 2006). 
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Social innovation requires resource mobilization (Desa and Basu 2013). A combination of resources 
might be needed; opportunities must be exploited and social needs have to be satisfied (Felicio, 
Gonçalves and Gonçalves 2013; Nicolaescu 2012; Yiu et al. 2014) through the development of social 
goods or services (Felicio, Gonçalves and Gonçalves 2013). Therefore, social innovation has social means 
and social ends and it enhances society’s capacity to act (Zahra, Newey and Li 2014).  

 
 

Fig. 2: The process of social innovation

The organizational structure that fosters the achievement of social values is referred to as “social 
enterprise”, which, in actual terms, is a hybrid organization with both business and social duties (Liu and 
Ko 2011). The aim of social enterprise is to identify solutions for social problems in the fields of 
education, healthcare, poverty, hunger and environmental problems related to energy, water, climate 
change, etc. (Neck, Brush and Allan 2009). The social enterprise has a social goal that can be achieved 
through a combination of social entrepreneurship and business (Nga and Shamuganathan 2010; Weber 
2012).  

Social enterprises differ from non-profit organizations in such areas as strategies, structures, norms, 
values, innovation and opportunities (Dart 2004) which are used to create social impact (Sud 2009). The 
social enterprise would normally consist of people (or groups of people) that have the entrepreneurial 
skills and resources to achieve social goals through process that favours analysis, integration, 
reconfiguration, rejection, adaptation and implementation of solutions that would result in social 
innovation (Popoviciu I. and Popoviciu S. A., 2011). Generally, initiative and innovation are the two main 
pillars of social value creation (Felicio, Gonçalves and Gonçalves 2013) which, in turn, can be translated 
into income for the economically disadvantaged or for delivering needed goods, e.g., medical supplies, to 
poverty-stricken areas (Corner and Ho 2010) where the initiative is the driver while the innovation is the 
means. Practical skills practice, possession of resources, cooperation, active understanding and practical 
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skills discovery are conditions that need to be met by teams operating in social enterprises (Popoviciu I. 
and Popoviciu S. A., 2011). 

Innovation rises mostly from collaboration between initiatives which are translated into horizontal social 
alliances, mixed partnerships and inter-sectorial enterprises (Squazzoni 2008; Squazzoni 2009; Austin 
2000). Reasons behind such collaborations generally might be found in the need for tapping resources, 
knowledge and expertise (Montgomery, Dacin and Dacin 2012). 

Social alliances are described as “voluntary collaborations between business and social enterprises 
addressing social problems” that cannot be solved through the action of a single organization (Sakarya et 
al. 2012). For the business partner this type of collaboration can provide a means for leveraging resources 
outsides organization’s control in the search of innovation and new competences and opportunities 
(Austin 2000; Austin and Reficco 2009; Kanter1999).  

The United Kingdom Government (2014) in “Partnerships: A review of two aspects of the tax rules” 
asserts that mixed partnerships include individual and non-individual partners such as companies and 
trustees. Inter-sectorial initiatives involve formal engagement of business, government and/or non-profit 
organizations in achieving common goals. Two specific partnerships can be singled out: public-private 
partnerships and business-non-profit partnerships. Projects that developed as inter-sectorial partnerships 
must promote best value through improvements in service and innovation. This goal can be achieved 
through a strategic framework that would allow for opportunities to boost delivery of goods and services 
and to augment the value for money (Nisar 2013). 

Irrespective of the type of collaboration, there are three major phases in establishing a functional 
partnership (Montgomery, Dacin and Dacin 2012): 

Phase 1: Outreach. This involves identification of issues, goal establishment and communication flow; 

Phase 2: The process of collective learning. In this phase, trust building has been found to have a major 
impact for social networking and innovation relationship (Chen and Wang 2008) with networking 
relationships being essential for facilitating innovation (Sanchez-Famoso, Maseda and Iturralde 2014).  
Also, the teams involved must share intellectual capital and understanding of issues (Montgomery, Dacin 
and Dacin 2012; Nga 2010); 

Phase 3: Innovation/Co-creation/Joint action. 

We have noted that the literature in the field of social economy approaches the concept of innovation 
mainly at the descriptive level, leaving room for further research that would provide a more in-depth view 
of practical results in the field. With regard to our research design approach, we have identified some 
general disadvantages in using the grounded theory, particularly in three main aspects (Offredy and 
Vickers 2013): 

• The subjectivity of the data leads to difficulties in establishing reliability and validity of 
approaches and information. 

• It is difficult to detect or to prevent researcher-built-in bias. 

• The presentation of results - the highly qualitative nature of the results can make them difficult to 
present in a manner that can actually be used by practitioners 

Our review has certain limitations that need to be mentioned. The review was limited to the period 1990-
2015. From the available research materials consisting of books, book chapters, reviews, editorials and 
articles, only the latter were selected for further analysis. Also, the process of selection was based on 
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relative criteria based on authors’ rationale which might have led to a certain bias, whereas the 
researchers involved followed a carefully built assessment structure. We have only selected the articles on 
social economy that explicitly used innovation as a theoretical or empirical concept in their content and 
did not look for alternative options.  

 

5. Agenda for future research 
Our research agenda recommends that more innovative focus should be placed on research in social 
economy as it seems to be an insufficiently exploited field in the reviewed literature. Innovation is a broad 
international concept that can be applied into nearly all sectors and all domains. Moreover, different 
forms of collaboration are created to support development of innovations with high level impact. All these 
aspects call for a multitude of research subjects and approaches to innovation that can develop and further 
elaborated. 

The primary research concerns regarding specific types of innovation that can be found in social 
organizations point at social innovation. In this context, we propose the following research framework 
vis-à-vis social innovation, based on organizational form and type of innovation, presented in fig.3. 

 
Fig. 3 A general research framework on social innovation 

Innovation can be regarded as (i) activity leading to an output in terms of new product success, time to 
enter the market and number of new services; and (ii) activity leading to an output such as research and 
development investments and efforts to bring innovations to market (Jaw and Law 2010). Traditional 
social innovation is understood as social innovation developed by a single social organization irrespective 
of its legal form. In this context, we distinguish between three types of innovations: service innovation, 
product innovation and process innovation. 

We recommend that further research on service innovation is pursued, so as to enable the creating of 
social value. Such research can go into comparative studies between services and their different 
responding fashion to the same social needs; exploration of the relationship between the successful social 
innovative services and user implication in the process of their development; and research into different 
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aspects of the organizational structure (decision making, organizational culture, communication 
strategies, human resource etc.) and their influence on the construction of social innovative services. 

Alongside research into the role of human capital (see Carmona-Lavado, Cuevas-Rodríguez and Cabello-
Medina 2010; Dakhli and De Clercq 2004; Lee, Florida and Gates 2010) and product cycle of innovative 
products, further marketing research is called for, which would focus on innovative social products, while 
also considering the role of practitioners. Studying the specifics of the manner in which products address 
social requires assessment of the socio-economic life cycle of the product so as to determine its social and 
economic aspects and their possible positive (or negative) impact throughout their life cycle (see Unep 
Setac Life Cycle Initiative 2009). 

Furthermore, research focusing on specific process innovations (case studies) within social organizations 
and their background can contribute to more efficient social services provided by social entrepreneurs. 

Generally, collaboration aimed at producing social value must always generate value for both parties and 
the society at large (Perrini and Vurro 2006). In this regard, several types of collaboration that requires 
further research can be initiated: 

• Service/product/process innovation in business-social organizations partnerships 

• Service/product/process innovation in public-social organizations partnerships 

• Service/product/process innovation in partnerships between social organizations 

We consider that in the case of intra-sector partnerships, both partners should have the interest to innovate 
a similar process that works in their organization. Therefore, the research interest is to identify and 
analyse the drivers of involvement in process innovation partnerships for social value creation. 

More complex forms of collaboration for social value creation are tri-sector partnerships (Perrini and 
Vurro 2006) that, in our case, involve the association of business, social organizations and public sector. 
This type of partnership was not examined separately within our research framework, but we consider it 
important to mention as is implies more complex dynamics. But since the present research literature 
examined lacks empirical studies on the basics forms of collaboration for the creation of social value, it 
seems to be not, as yet, ripe to properly approach this subject. 
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Abstract. This article provides information regarding the potential of Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) to bridge the gap between non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and businesses in order to create 
meaningful socially sustainable projects in specific community environments. Companies as well as NGOs 
have placed attention on this specific field of interest in the past but often fail to reach the primary goals of 
the desired community projects due to a lack of knowledge and resources in developing and integrating the 
projects. This article explains how NGOs and various businesses can benefit each other in a mutual way 
through a collaboration of reputation, knowledge and effective resources. 
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1. Introduction  
H.R. Bowen, a pioneer of CSR, stated that businesses should not only focus on the values of their own 

companies to increase profit but should rather also help to improve the communities that they affect through 
their operations [1]. Companies have been working with affected communities and beyond for many years 
through various donations and contributions in order to facilitate projects that are already in place.  

However, it has been argued that these companies have not been doing enough and that there are more 
efficient methods that can be conducted to improve the outlying communities. NGOs on the other hand are 
non-profit by nature and seek to help communities through development projects that improve the quality of 
life for those individuals living in problematic situations. NGOs are able to fulfil their operations through 
donations, project writing, members’ dues, etc. As a result, many NGOs are unable to complete projects to 
the full extent that they desire due to a lack of funding.  

Companies and NGOs can benefit from a partnership that aims to support projects that cater to the values 
of their targeted communities. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a concept that brings businesses and 
NGOs together in order to form a partnership that equally benefits both entities in providing quality projects 
aimed at specific communities. It was conceived somewhere between the 1960’s – 1970’s. This primarily 
originated in the United States as it was the most liberal marketplace. During the 1980’s – 1990’s, this 
concept quickly became adapted in Europe and has seen steady development across the last several decades. 
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The social responsibility of the corporations and the social responsibility programmes are an economic 
argument of high interest to the business sector. It brings value, for it allows the companies to reflect upon 
the needs and preoccupations of the different stakeholder groups (interested parties).  

By doing this, a company maintains its social legitimacy and maximizes its financial viability in the 
long-term. CSR is a way of combining the organizational operations with the social values, in a period in 
which the parameters can rapidly change.  

Moreover, the impact of the CSR-programmes on the macro-level is extremely strong when the 
sustainable development and the competitiveness are concerned. One must emphasize the fact that the 
programmes add value to small and medium companies [2]. 

 

2. Corporate Social Responsibility 
CSR enables companies to conduct their community based projects in a smoother method through 

collaboration with NGOs. In this situation, businesses are able to use the knowledge and strength of NGOs in 
their associated fields of interest to ensure the proper development and integration of community based 
projects. In this balance, both the businesses and the NGOs benefit from the partnership even though they 
have very different goals.  

As mentioned, the concept of CSR has begun to take shape in late 60s, early 70s in SUA. After nearly 
20 years, the concept of CSR appears in Europe too. In recent decades, more and more institutions, 
governments, international organizations, academics, society in general, have engaged in a dialogue about 
the social responsibility of companies [2]. After nearly 40 years, Corporate Social Responsibility caught a 
big boom being promoted and implemented all over the world.  In Figure 1 presents the developing concept 
of CSR [3].  

It is thus thought that the CSR will be one of the main pillars of the business sector in the next decade. 
To act in a socially responsible way is more than a collection of independent practices and circumstantial 
initiatives or initiatives motivated by marketing objectives.  

The managers are now confronting a variety of problems, including the increasing responsibility for the 
company actions, corporate governing codes, trespasses of human rights, the need of shareholders 
controlling the workplace conduct and, last, but not least, sustainability strategies. Within a permanently 
changing global environment, the social aspects of the business are constantly covering larger and more 
diverse areas, like business ethics, good practice standards for labor, investments in the community and 
responsibility towards the society [2].  

CSR enables business to conduct their community development operations in a more vigorous and 
accurate way through the aide of NGO’s experience and additional man-power. S. Lakatos notes that, 
“Companies have a central role in the society, and this allows them to use both the human and the natural 
resources in order to perform their tasks in production and to achieve the power status”[2].  
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Figure 1. Development of CSR concept approach [3] 

 

Businesses are obliged to help society if they are taking resources from society. H.R. Bowen stated that 
various companies are obliged to “follow those policies, make those decisions or follow those action lines 
which are desirable in terms of social objectives and values.”[1] 

The corporate social responsibility is not only a tendency to be found in the rich countries, but a global 
phenomenon. This way, the partnerships based on CSR are a binder of the two sectors, of the business and 
the non-governmental one, helping the development of the society, of the two partners Thus, the social 
responsibility of the company has become much more than a profit equation, lawfulness and charity actions 
addressed to certain social groups. The need to understand the communities in which the companies perform 
their activities has become crucial for them [2].  

 

3. Methodology and research objectives 
The purpose of the present research is to observe the existing CSR policy and conceptual structure of 

NGOs and CSR partnerships. It was observed that by partnering with businesses and NGOs, CSR policy has 
benefits for the community.  As a research method, it was used for content analysis. Term aspects of social 
responsibility were introduced first by Bowen, in Social Responsibilities of the Businessman [2].  

 

4. NGO’s Structure and Aims for Society 
The nonprofit sector is a unique and expanding network that is focused on improving society through 

designing and implementing critical projects to increase awareness and to develop various fields that are in 
need of improvement. According to M. Vlasceanu, the nonprofit sector has “deep implications in the social 
development and in the planning and implementation of governmental strategies” [4]. In addition, Vlasceanu 
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stated that “the nonprofit, volunteer or non-governmental organizations meet the individuals’ need of 
association, in terms of self-governance and independence from public authorities; they contribute to the 
individualization and assertion of the civil society; they offer the territorial or professional communities the 
possibility to achieve certain personal objectives and amplify the chances of an efficient and flexible 
distribution of some services, focusing on the common good.” 

According to J. Douglas, there are three main types of nonprofit organizations. The first of these types is 
organizations that are focused on philanthropy and working towards common good environments. The 
second type aims at creating a mutual benefit among various members of the organization. And the last type 
doesn’t focus on supplying specific services but rather focuses on various political actions to encourage and 
convince government agencies to provided necessary services to society [5]. 

From these findings, it can be seen that NGOs have a wide variety of objectives within society and 
many different approaches to accomplishing their goals. These organizations strongly differ from businesses 
as their main goal is to provide communities with strong development related projects and not seek a 
personal financial gain. These organizations have a large amount of available resources and they also have a 
strong degree of experience related to analyzing problem areas within a given community and accurately 
addressing those issues by developing and implementing efficient socially sustainable projects.   

 
 

5. Business Social Responsibility 
D. J. Wood indicated that there are three main reasons why businesses have an obligation to society. 

Firstly, she indicates that business are ‘social institutions’ and therefore must aid in the improvement and 
development of societies. Next she states that companies are responsible to improve the environment that 
they operate within and not to simply proliferate that environment for its resources, both human and material 
based. Lastly, she suggests that managers are ‘ethical agents’ and therefore must take responsibility for their 
corporate actions and decisions [6].  

However the assertions from Wood apply and are reasonable expectations of corporations that thrive 
from the usage of society based resources, these demands are not always met to the highest degree that they 
are needed. Businesses often include social responsibility into their mission statements but don’t always have 
success because they are either not targeting the proper groups, lack in experience or fail in either the 
development or implementation stages. These businesses to however often harness large quantities of 
financial assets that can greatly boost a given projects expectations.  

Businesses are required to take extra measures to ensure the development of society because in order for 
their companies to be successful, the communities that are involved also need to be developed. For example, 
if a particular company requires large quantities of human resources they will desire employees that are well 
educated and that have had the necessary means in their lives to be successful and bring strong attributes to a 
given company. In order to achieve this goal over a large period of time, businesses must be invested in the 
community that they are involved in for not just the benefit of the community but for the benefit of the 
company.    

 

6. CSR Partnerships 
Over the years since the inception of CSR, many businesses have understood this concept as not a 

harness to their inner development but rather as a benefit. It has become apparent that companies as a whole 
do not possess all of the knowledge needed to carry out and integrate successful community projects in the 
best fashion possible. It has also become clear that NGOs in general possess this skill and can equally benefit 
from the partnership. Companies benefit from this partnership through more accurate allocation of resources 
and attention from the assistance of NGOs, NGOs benefit by receiving increased recognition in the areas of 
communities that require the most attention. It helps them to more properly carry out their operations through 
an increase in funding from businesses and they also become more recognized as an institution, which can 
lead to greater success and development of future community based projects and initiatives.  
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 It has been indicated that when a business and a non-profit engage in a mutual partnership, an 
agreement is made that states that the requirements of both entities can be accomplished by one and the other 
[7]. However, when this mutual balance is not met and one entity is not satisfied the partnership becomes 
flawed and as a result the desired income dissipates. R. Hagen has suggested that the major problem that can 
dissipate a formidable partnership is related to an underprovided process of selecting adequate partners and 
through a lacking of proper initial planning strategies [8]. 

In many cases, this disproportionate balance can easily occur from actions done by either side of the 
given partnership. In many ways, inadequate NGO’s can just as easily produce inadequate outcomes as the 
associated companies. This particular issue is one that is systemic in a particular entity and requires proper 
time to analyze the right partnership for each goal. However, as time progresses and additional information is 
constantly being analyzed in regards to CSR, this problem is slowly starting to diminish and proper 
collaboration is becoming a more frequent reality. 

According to R. Kanter, self-analysis, interdependence, institutionalization, chemistry, integrity and 
compatibility are the primary keys to success for a CSR partnership [9]. Hagen adds that the four “C”s to a 
successful partnership involve compatibility, capability, commitment and control confirmation [8].  

M. Lambru has indicated that in order to successfully implement a partnership, the first step is to create 
a clear work plan with specific deadlines for associated activities. Then concrete and measurable targets must 
be established.  Next, the expected results must be clearly defined in order to successfully fulfill the 
partnerships goals. After that, stakeholders must become operational and a firm work plan must be 
established with the associated partners. Then, a firm reporting plan must be created in order to ensure that 
each goal is being achieved. Lastly, an exit strategy should be created in order to ease the end of the project 
and the partnership [10].  

As a result of these different perspectives, it can be seen that CSR partnerships can experience various 
degrees of difficulty as well as success depending on how the partnerships are formed and the steps taken to 
form these partnerships. According to Conley and Williams, NGOs have diminished their confrontational 
and adverse style which has given way to a favorable and cooperative trend within the CSR context [11]. As 
businesses and NGOs become more aware of the benefits of CSR partnerships, CSR will become a more 
common practice which will greatly increase development within society and fulfill corporate responsibility 

 

7. Conclusions 
NGOs and businesses are two separate entities that both have vast experience and resources but in 

different types of forms and states. NGOs typically have a high quantity of knowledge related to proper 
community project development and implementation but they often suffer as a result of not being noticed 
and having a inadequate funding for their desired projects. Successful companies on the other hand often 
have strong reputations and resulting high profits. If these two entities start coming together in a more 
formidable way they can share their attributes to create successful CSR partnerships that mutually benefit 
both sides of the agreement.  

 Overall, CSR has displayed a real promise as a solution to resolving a gap in business responsibility 
to society and how that responsibility can be exercised. Through the partnership of businesses and NGOs, a 
much more logical and appropriate approach can be taken to analyze and provide guidance to community 
needs. This formidable union can work in a positive way when proper time has been spent by the associated 
entities to make a proper choice in the given partnership and to also allow adequate time to plan for the 
expected goal. CSR, when it is presented and executed in the proper and desired way can efficiently benefit 
all of the parties involved and create a positive community impact. 
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Abstract.  This article presents the evolution of creative industries across time and the growth of the 
enterprises from Romania in clusters. Also, it presents the impact of cluster programs hosted by websites. 
The analysis was focused on 7 domains that belong to the creative industry: artistic creation and literary 
creation, advertising, software, printing and publishing, retail and distribution, radio and television, 
museums and the preservation of historical sites and buildings, by using the Cluster Observatory platform. It 
is  is an online, free and user-friendly platform that provides a single access point to data and an analysis of 
clusters, cluster organizations and regional microeconomic framework conditions in Europe and also in 
Romania. 
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1. Introduction  
In the European market a relatively new concept that is called "creative industries" has appeared, in 

which culture becomes the engine of regional, national and international development. Creative businesses 
can be a saving solution where traditional economies based on industry, trade or agriculture fails. They are 
those sectors of creation and technological development that generate profit and rethinks culture through the 
economy. Romania prepares for change, because this concept has been taken by our country, considering 
that European legislative axes require greater unity and competitive economic growth among companies. So, 
creative businesses can lead to a competitive economy and a new business model that combines technology, 
creativity and profit. 

 The term "culture industry" was first used in 1944, a notion which otherwise defined by Theodor W. 
Adorno and Max Horkhemer, being used as a revolt against degradation consumer at that time [1]. Later, in 
1950, UNESCO developed this concept, using the term "copyright-based industries." Heading towards 1969, 
Peter Drucker, the most important thinker of management and business dating from the twentieth century, 
uses the term "knowledge society", with the appearance of the concepts of a "society of lifelong learning", 
"company learning "and" information society ". In the following year, 1970, a group of sociologists - Huet, 
Girard, Mattelart and Miege initiated the term "cultural industries" [2]. Recently, in 2003, WIPO (World 
Intellectual Property Organisation) has began to use the term "copyright-based industries", by initiating in 
same year a special program to evaluate the economic impact of the sector. From this brief historical 
conceptual analysis, results of the creative industries are a relatively new concept only launched in the mid 
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1990s in Australia and which was subsequently taken over and developed by the UK, particularly by the 
contribution of the British minister of Culture, Chris Smith [3]. The term "creative industries" is not a single 
definition. Generically, the word "industry" refers to production activities, "creative", the act of creating and 
the “creative industries” refers to those production activities where creativity and innovation play a decisive 
role [1]. 

Creative industries find their practical application through the establishment of business clusters. The 
concept of cluster appears for the first time in 1990. This concept was is attributed to Michael Porter who 
described it as "a geographic concentration of interconnected companies and institutions in a particular 
field". According to The Community Framework for State Aid for Research, Development and Innovation 
"clusters are groups of independent companies (startups innovative SMEs) and research organizations, which 
are operating in a certain area and in a certain region, which aims to stimulate innovative activity by 
promoting intensive interactions, access to shared facilities, exchanges of experience and knowledge and 
contributing to technology transfer, networking and information dissemination” [4]. According DCMS- 
Department for Culture, Media and Sport, UK, creative industries are: Advertising, Architecture, Art and art 
market, crafts, design, fashion, film, video and photography, software and computer games, music, arts 
visual and performing arts, Publishing, Television and Radio [5]. 

The definition of cluster appears in the Romanian legislation GD 918/2006 - Impact Program: "a group 
of producers, users and / or beneficiaries, in order to implement best practices to increase competitiveness in 
EU economic operators".  

Innovative clusters can be a successful economic solution because they offer a combination of 
entrepreneurial dynamism, relationship of close cooperation between companies and institutions that have 
high powers respectively proactive synergies between the main actors of innovation. 

 

2. The analysis of the clusters from the creative industry domain in Romania 
 
Affiliation to an innovative cluster can be a real advantage for SMEs due to a quick and easy access to 

research results towards their implementation in production and realization of innovative products and 
strategies for common development. Clusters are now the subject of a whole series of acts of national and 
international organizations (OECD, 2005, 2010, European Commission, 2008) and on the experience, many 
authorities promote the idea that because clusters competitiveness increases, labor specialize, businesses and 
economies regionally develop. [6].  

Zelist Monitor conducted a survey between October 8th, 2010 - October 7th, 2011. They intended to see 
which are the most visible and creative industries discussed in social media. The sources investigated were 
composed of 63,500 Romanian blogs, 51,326 Romanian Twitter accounts, 1,500 feeds of major online 
publications in Romania, 1,500 Facebook public pages and 25 main Romanian public groups and forums. 
Here's the top social media visibility of creative industries in Romanian during October 2010 - October 2011. 
[7]: film, video and photography from 7893 mentions in social media; music, visual arts and performing arts-  
4733 mentions; fashion- 3118 mentions; design- 2513 of references; advertising-  2367 mentions; radio 
mentions- 1972; arts - 1880 mentions on the market; television- 1092 mentions; architecture- 850 mentions 
in social media; software and pc games - only 539 mentions; publishing- 299 mentions; workmanship- 104 
mentions in social media. 

This analysis indicates that during that period, Romanian citizens preferred in the first place the arts 
field, and on the last place the sphere of technology fields. 
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Both at European and at national levels there are a number of reference entities in the cluster. To 
analyze their evolution over time and to observe the growth or decline in companies within the creative 
industry clusters, we used to acces the platform of the European Cluster Observatory. 

European Cluster Observatory is a free platform that provides access to data and analysis on clusters, 
cluster organizations and regional economic conditions in Europe. Moreover, it provides training programs 
for the creation and management cluster. 

In the project "Cooperation in the field of research development innovation for economic and social 
development in the border area Romania-Bulgaria" - INNOGATE 21 (December, 2013, in Ruse), it was held  
a meeting devoted to designing a system of complementary strategies, innovation and technology transfer of 
regional development agencies and national authorities in the field and the business environment [8].  

During this conference, a list of innovative clusters in Romania (the list includes 27 clusters) were 
presented and the lessons to be drawn from past experiences of Member States with experience in managing 
clusters were remembered. 

Analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of the regions in Romania, it is concluded that there are sectors 
and industries with economic potential, such as, for example, the agriculture industry, textile industry, 
construction, tourism, forestry and automotive fields [9-11]. SMEs want to internationalize, entrepreneurship 
is growing and entrepreneurs show more courage because chances of the formation of clusters coming from 
the EU, which requires Member States to transfer policies and measures on clusters in national programs to 
improve conditions for business [4]. 

 

3. Research Methodology 
 

In this paper, we used a quantitative analysis of the number of companies in the creative industry clusters 
and impact analysis programs hosted on websites by companies in clusters. It was applied to the observation 
method, which involves both systematic perception of the phenomenon of increasing the number of 
companies in industry clusters of creative and objective recording data. Transcription and data processing 
was done after the process of schedule 1 and Table 1. 

Research was quantitatively conducted and happened with the help of the European Cluster Observatory 
data platform. It was an analysis of companies in the creative industry, based on evolving their number, in 
the period between 2002 and 2011. Although we wanted to analyze the number of companies in clusters until 
the year 2016, the European Cluster Observatory platform contains only information up to the year 2011.  
However, we processed data from the latest updates to this platform, more precisely until the year 2016. 
More than that, this is the only reason analysis is based on specified period in the paper.After making the 
schedule, it has resorted to an interpretation of all data in the creative industries, as transcribed in the table. 
Subsequently, using the relationship calculation (1), yielded the average number of companies in all areas. 
The results were used to determine the percent of the mean number of companies, as evidenced in Figure 2, 
following later to achieve a top in each year of the areas by the percentage assigned to each. 

For the impact analysis, 27 clusters from Romania have been analyzed, with the scope to observe the 
impact that programs undertaken by them contribute to the development of companies. To observe the 
impact of programs it was resorted to online access to the website each cluster in part, on the section 
dedicated to the project. Of the 27 clusters analyzed, only 10 had a website and only 7 of them had programs 
to assist in the development and visibility of companies throughout Romania. This study showed that most 
projects have been registered by the Bucharest Romanian Textile Cluster Concept, the specific objective of 
which is to strengthen cluster management. 
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4. Results  
 

4.1. Creative Industry: Analysis using software Cluster Observatory 
The analysis was contained by 7 areas of the creative industry in Romania. A color code was used to 

represent differentiated variation in the number of companies included in clusters in the areas mentioned. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The exact number of companies in clusters, as set out in Figure 1, is included in Table 1. 
 
DOMAINS OF 

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES 

YEARS 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

1.Artistic creation and 
literary creation 

894 1076 1384 1607 1751 2486 4980 7972 7543 7543 

2.Advertising 2073 2896 3849 4707 5273 6174 7057 7241 6336 6336 
3.Software 2325 3131 4380 5448 6203 6849 5664 5764 4954 4954 
4.Printing and publishing 2823 3367 3855 4156 4288 4361 4615 4477 4013 4013 
5.Retail and distribution 1462 1578 1743 1976 2054 2255 2381 2386 2240 2240 
6.Radio and television 568 1189 1522 1801 1942 2186 2330 2263 2058 2058 
7.Museum and 
preservation of historical 
sites and buildings 

35 57 72 92 104 132 185 200 185 185 

Table 1. Analysis of the number of companies per year in the creative industry. 
 
It has achieved a top 3 areas of the company's leading creative industry clusters, for each year. It is clear 

that in 2002, the top areas of the creative industry clusters is occupied by companies in the field of printing, 
closely followed by companies established in the software field and finished with advertising companies. In 

Fig.1: The analyze of the evolution of clusters from creative industry 
companies for a period of 10 years. 
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2003, the top three areas of the creative industry clusters is occupied by companies in the field of printing, 
followed by software companies and ending with the advertising companies. In 2004, the top three areas of 
the creative industry clusters is occupied by companies in the software, advertising and printing and 
publishing activities. In 2005, the top three areas of the creative industry clusters is occupied by companies 
in the software, advertising and printing and publishing activities. In 2006, the ranking is occupied by 
companies in the software, advertising and printing and publishing activities. In 2007, the top companies 
filled the fields of software, advertising and the printing and publishing activities. The following year, 2008, 
the top companies in the creative industry clusters filled the fields of advertising, followed by software and 
finishing with companies from the artistic and literary creations. In 2009, the top companies in the creative 
industry clusters filled the fields of literary and artistic creations, followed by advertising and ending with 
software companies. In the years 2010 and 2011, the top is filed from companies in the fields of literary and 
artistic creations, followed by advertising and ending with the software. 

From the analysis over 10 years, using the relationship calculation (1) for every field of creative 
industry yielded average number of companies in the areas analyzed clusters. 
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where:  Ma – the arithmetic average of the number of companies between the years 2002-2011  ; 
           a1..n – the number of companies in clusters; 
           n – number of years; 

Subsequently, calculation using the relationship (2), it was determined the percentage of the average 
values of the number of companies in the 7 areas outlined in this paper, relative to their total number. 
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where: Ppi – weight of percentage of the average value of each area; 
          Mai – the average value of each area; 
           TMa – sum of the average values of domains.   

In the next phase, it drew a pie chart, whose sectors is the degree of influence of the average values in 
each area analyzed in relation to the total average values. 

According to Figure 2, clusters in the area with the highest percentage is that of advertising, with 23.69 
percentage. At the opposite pole is the software clusters. On the third position it is located the printing and 
publishing clusters. At a distance of about two percent are clusters of the artistic and literary creations. At 
almost equal position, we find clusters in the fields of distribution and retail, followed by the clusters in the 
field of television and radio. 
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4.2. Impact of projects hosted by websites 
 

The 27 clusters have been analyzed in terms of projects undertaken by companies within them, to see 
what the benefits of these projects are for the members involved. 

The analysis was conducted by visiting websites clusters, relying on their transparency in the actions 
undertaken. In this paper it was analyzed only clusters benefiting from a website and running programs. 

The list of innovative clusters in Romania is found in Table 2 [12]:  
 
Criterion Cluster Field of activities Postal 

code 
Website 

link 
Number of 

projects 
1. AUTOMOTIVEST 

Regional cluster 
Automotive 300054 [13]  4 

2. ICT Regional Cluster ICT 300054 [14]  1 
3. ROSENC CLUSTER Green energy 300030 [15]  2 
4. Agro-Food 

Regional Cluster 
Agro-food 310017 No website 

available 
- 

5. Dacia Renault 
Competitiveness Pole 

Automotive 110194 No website 
available 

- 

6. PRO WOOD 
Regional Wood 

Cluster 

Forestry and Wood 
industry 

520064 [16]  1 

7. Green energy 
biomass cluster 

Renewable energies 520064 [17]  0 

Fig.2: Average percentage share of the number of companies from clusters of creative industry 
between 2002-2011. 
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8. TURINN Cluster Sustainable and 
innovative tourism 

220037 No website 
available 

- 

9. ELECTROPRECIZI
A 

Electrotechnical 
Cluster ETREC 

Automotive 
Mecatronics 

Electrotechnical 

505600 No website 
available 

- 

10. ASTRICO Textiles 
Cluster 

Textiles 617410 [18]  0 

11. Furniture Cluster Furniture 540314 No website 
available 

- 

12. Transylvania 
Aerospace Cluster 

Aviation 500107 No website 
available 

- 

13. Carpathian Tourism 
Cluster 

Tourism 127366 [19]  0 

14. ELINCLUS 
Innovative Cluster 

Electronics 700050 [20]  1 

15. REN ERG Cluster Renewable 
energies 

510093 No website 
available 

0 

16. ICT –Regional 
Competitiveness Pole 

Oltenia Cluster 

ICT 200130 No website 
available 

0 

17. Romanian Water 
Cluster 

Water energy 400111 No website 
available 

0 

18. Cluster Traditions 
Manufacture Future 

TMV Sud Est 

Textiles 620133 No website 
available 

0 

19. REGIOFA Cluster Wood-processing 
Furniture 

535600 [21]  1 

20. Romanian Textile 
Concept Cluster 

Bucharest 

Textile Clothing 
Footwear 

- [22]  11 

21. Geothermal Cluster Renewable energies, 
services in tourism 

- No website 
available 

- 

22. Cluster Maritim Maritim fluvial 900559 No website 
available 

- 

23. AGRO FOOD 
Regional Cluster 

Agro-food 520064 [23]  0 

24. AGRO FOOD 
Bucuresti 

Agro-Food - No website 
available 

- 

25. Turism Regional 
Cluster 

Turism 5800 No website 
available 

- 

26. Romanian Aerospace 
Cluster Bucharest 

Aerospace 077190 No website 
available 

- 

27. Creative Industries 
Pole Iasi 

Creative Industries 700265 No website 
available 

- 

    Table 2. The list of innovative clusters in Romania 
 
Regional AUTOMOTIVEST conducted four types of projects aimed at developing cluster.This are:  
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a)- Regional Competence Development Center of Automotive Suppliers Sector - CERC- this project is 
intended to help increase skills and local suppliers and to generate value-added services to support regional 
automotive sector on the medium and long term.  

b)- The "European Producer Services for Sustainability and Competitiveness" (PROSESC) project 
funded by the INTERREG IVC Programme aims to promote sustainable transport systems in the regions 
participating in the program.  

c)- The project CBC Romania - Serbia aims inter alia to promote cluster at European level, and to 
increase the professional skills of employees participating SMEs and to improve the competitiveness of these 
companies.  

d)- WeStee Program - Support actions for creating a cluster based on research, aims to facilitate the 
formation of a cluster in the automotive industry through a series of actions to strengthen institutional and 
encouraging cooperation between academia and business. 

Regional ICT Cluster runs since May 28, 2014 the project "ICT Cluster Western operationalization 
through access to broadband and related equipment carrying." Its objectives being to equip computing 
performance, implement the solution of electronic signature, connecting to broadband services and high-
speed creation of a web platform interactive and dynamic to facilitate communication between actors in the 
ICT sector regionally and to promote national and international sector and Regional ICT Cluster. 

ROSENC CLUSTER has only two studies in progress it are at the start level. They aim to involve the 
members of the cluster research on the development of modern construction solutions to modern eco homes. 
From site analysis, we observed a weak activity in the promotion of members involved in the cluster.  

PRO WOOD Wood Regional Cluster has a single site project -"Increasing the competitiveness of SMEs 
in the cluster pro wood through their integration into national and international supply chains." One of the 
main common objectives to the cluster members are being given to implementing a policy of joint marketing 
to increase customer portfolio, diversification of the product and taking an active stand on the market. 

Green biomass energy cluster, although the site has component projects, with none currently underway, 
being rather weak in this respect. 

On the TURINN Cluster website, has not identified any site to host its projects, the same layout can be 
found also for Electrotechnical Cluster cluster ELECTROPRECIZIA -ETREC. 

Although there is a cluster ASTRICO site for Textiles Cluster, this section does not have integrated 
projects for cluster members. 

Tourism Cluster does not run any projects, the cluster awaiting proposals from the insitutions to be 
helped to sustainable regional development, such objectives are not focused on members making up the 
cluster. 

Innovative Cluster ELINCLUS joined in 2007 until 2013 the Sectoral Operational Programme "Increase 
of Economic Competitiveness (SOP). That is the only project on the site. 

Cluster REGIOFA implemented a single project that ended in 2013 Sectoral Operational Programme 
"Increase of Economic Competitiveness (SOP IEC) 2007-2013". It had the specific objective of 
strengthening the institutional capacity of the emerging cluster "Innovation Cluster Regiofa" cluster 
promotion, attracting new members in the cluster, namely the improvement of cooperation between cluster 
members. 

Bucharest Romanian Textile Cluster Cluster Concept is on site at the specific section 7 projects and 4 in 
progress, having as objective the strengthening of cluster management. 

AGRO-FOOD network cluster Regional Cluster has no ongoing projects. They are at the stage of 
project ideas. 

From the analysis, it appears that more than half of the analyzed clusters don't have websites, and the 
rest of them have few projects and because of that it don't have the power to help companies from clusters to 
evolve. 
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5. Conclusions 
 
Being an “umbrella” concept, still very sensitive for Romania, creative industries tend to manifest 

themselves differently depending on the specific activity. Since the mid-90s until 2000, meaning the concept 
of creativity-based industries grew, a phenomenon that brought added value to the date of Romania's 
economy through effective cooperation of national companies in clusters. 

From the analysis shown in Figure 1, it was concluded that the clusters within the creative industries in 
Romania are currently benefiting from a moose growth with the highest values in this regard coming from 
areas such as software, advertising and editing and publishing. The highest rates of growth in all areas of 
domains were recorded between 2009 and 2011. On the other hand, in terms of visibility in social media, it 
tends to observe that the rate is heading towards the media- especially film, video and photography, with 
7893 references on various sites in a year. 

Remaining in the virtual area, the next step was to analyze the 27 clusters from the creative industry. 
More than half of these clusters have not set up their own website through which to make their existence 
visible in terms of specific actions of the activity. It was found that these clusters have fewer projects to help 
their development, hence the companies within them. Also, fewer ascended to at least one project that aimed 
at exposing the general plan of the cluster, its coverage. The most active clusters that expose their activities 
to the public, in terms of accession to projects that help strengthen the companies in these groups are: 
AUTOMOTIVEST Regional Cluster, Romanian Textile Concept Cluster Bucharest and ROSENC 
CLUSTER. 

It is noted that in Romania, the concept of creative industry based clusters is another topic that deserves 
further research. Software companies and the advertising accounting for Romania is an interface that inspires 
progress in relation to the concept of "mother" from Europe. Analyses carried out by way of 
recommendation, can act as an inspiration for cluster managers, as well as other decision makers in their 
building assets based on creative industry. Knowledge and research results provide platforms for 
specializations in the European Cluster Observatory of clusters.This study may help to improve policies and 
program groups, and can also supports management in their efforts of cluster expansion and growth. 
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Abstract. The brand is an aggregate of elements that differentiate one product from another: name (used 
to identify a company, product, service or concept), logo (corporate identity), tagline (slogan) but also 
distinctive forms, colors, sounds, smells, tastes, movements. In architecture, we can talk about the building 
itself as a brand, an identity landmark (socio-cultural, historical, economic hub etc.) at community, regional, 
territorial or national level; building as a tool for brand promotion (commercial); the architect as brand 
(transmitter of valuable concepts / creator of recognizable forms). Starchitects are renowned for a particular 
“signature” design linked to a representative public building becoming particularly famous. After the 2008 
world economic crisis lesson, public opinion questions how our buildings perform socially, environmentally 
and economically in sustainability terms. On the other hand, the media commercialization process is rather 
biased and dismissive, recently depicting the image of a sole architect-creator, as social insensitive, 
unethical and destructive. Is this the time for a paradigm shift and the legitimate rise of the social 
responsible architect, the activist type focused on locatecture and thus regaining community sympathy?   

Keywords: starchitect, starchitecture, locatecture 

 

1. Starchitect/ure 

1.1. Architects as brand 
The short definition of starchitect (= star + architect) reflects its celebrity rank associated with avant-

gardism and worldwide acknowledgement while reaching the idol status among its piers and general public.  

First, let’s exemplify some of the concept’s features.  

Adjoining a starchitect name with a building can add a value boost to the investment. There is no recipe 
for ensuring architect’s notoriety, celebrity status is relative and based on media popularization. In some 
cases, the celebrity of the architect / architectural firm lies in promoting innovative design ideas or methods 
and in other, the architectural forms are underlying the specific identity of the creator. Public recognition of 
particular architect style (Meier's minimalism, Stern’s traditionalism) leads to the creation of architect’s 
identity, encouraging his/ hers professional development in that direction. Frank Gehry and his curved 
surfaces, Daniel Liebskind and his angular forms, the late Zaha Hadid and hers fluid volumes are examples 
of brands with a focus on creating easily identifiable shapes that appear recurrently in their architectural 
creation. Peter Zumthor or Norman Foster instead are emphasizing on idea conveying, formulating and 
communicating the message of the personal brand, being on the ideological stance of celebrity. 

In the 70s and 80s, the British architect Norman Foster has designed a number of technically 
sophisticated buildings like IBM office building and factory, or Renault Center. The examples of hi-tech 
architecture and the message disseminated (brand statement): technical solutions for difficult problems 
brought him international recognition. But the personal signature of the architect is hard to discover due to 
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not making use of the same architectural style repertoire but architectural solutions appropriate to context 
and function. 

Starchitects are in the same time transmitters of valuable concepts and creators of recognizable forms 
with landmark potential. A media constructed concept, dependent on public exposure is being lately used 
with pejorative connotation associated with flashy and expensive buildings scattered pattern-like all over the 
globe, lacking social input. In a June 2014 article published in NY Times by Witold Rybczynski, the issue of 
franchising architecture is debated as the globalization of architecture is choking the local spirit and enriches 
the worldwide architects. It’s a reasonable argument that of architects belonging to a geographical and socio-
cultural context being preferred to adopted ones. Architecture not being driven by a greatness factor (of the 
architect itself or the commissioner) rather by local necessity and resources. A romantic and reasonable point 
of view but at the same time disregarding the socio-economic mechanisms behind the brand new and glittery 
building. Nowadays it’s almost impossible to “blame” a single person for an act of creation that involves so 
many specialties and besides, there’s no building without a demand or several public institutions approval.  

Architecture, Rybcynski writes, “is a social art, rather than a personal one, a reflection of a society and 
its values rather than a medium of individual expression. So it’s a problem when the prevailing trend is one 
of franchises, particularly those of the globe-trotters: Renzo, Rem, Zaha, and Frank.” 

Architecture is the most eloquent reflection of an era and perhaps it should be as global as our society. 
Architects aren’t stuck between boundaries anymore and their “style” flows with them and is recognizable in 
unexpected places. The problem is that not always there is room for glamorous buildings as long as bare 
necessities aren’t firstly met. Also, constructing based only on specific demand not considering the social 
impact could be imputed to a large amount of representative buildings worldwide.  

Beverly Willis anticipates the demise of the starchitect concept that does a great injustice to the 
profession as she states, and resembles “cultural imperialism”. The main argument refers to architecture as a 
collaborative process, thus common work recognition should be preferred if any.  If the involvement of the 
lead architect often resembles with the leadership of an orchestra conductor, project’s merits or shortcomings 
should be divided between the many people involved in the development process including the client (design 
team members, real estate developers, engineers, construction crews, city officials etc.). 

“In my 55-plus years of practice and involvement in architecture, I have witnessed the birth and — what 
I hope will soon be — the demise of the star architect.” (Beverly Willis) 

This comes in consent with Frank Gerry’s or Rem Koolhaas’s despise of the term. The longer the debate 
about the genius architect the harder will be to focus on the actual impact of the building in socio-economic 
or cultural terms. And further than the purpose of creating a tourist attraction, a business card for the design 
team, the client or the city hall, the social conscience should prevail. 

 

1.2. Buildings as brand  
The public reaction/ interest sustained by the media can invest a building with brand valence 

(Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, the Eiffel Tower, Sydney Opera House etc.). Buildings becoming socio-
cultural/ historical/ economic landmarks at community/ regional/ territorial/ national level are usually 
designed by famous architects and thus wearing the personal mark of a few Pritzker prize winners, such as 
Rem Koolhaas, Philippe Starck, Zaha Hadid, Norman Foster, Jean Nouvel or Renzo Piano.  

The opening of the Guggenheim Museum in a post-industrialized city as Bilbao (1997) turned its faith 
around. According to The Economist: “visitors’ spending in Bilbao in the first three years after the museum 
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opened raised over €100m ($110m) in taxes for the regional government, enough to recoup the construction 
costs and leave something over.” It was long debated and acknowledged that the building became a symbol 
of urban regeneration and a landmark for the host city, in the same time reference to “Bilbao effect” or “wow 
factor”. The building in case reached the socio- cultural and economic landmark status at community level 
and was invested with brand value and due to public interest and media coverage became a magnet for 
tourists. As Art Media Agency, an international news agency focused on art market (AMA) reports, Gehry 
announced that other cities were claiming for their own Guggenheim: “Since Bilbao opened (…) I have been 
called with at least 100 opportunities —China, Brazil, other parts of Spain— to come in and do the Bilbao 
effect.”  Other architects followed the pattern of the precedent architect + building duo. Daniel Liebskind’s 
Jewish Museum in Berlin was completed in 1999 but remained empty since the year of its opening, 2001; 
during that time was visited as a work of art itself, by 350.000 people (as AMA reports) - a preview of its 
worth and of its creator’s value. 

 The 90s urban development phenomenon soon came to be processed as a recipe of success: 
starchitect+ famous art institution branch= international recognition, tourism and foreign 
investment.  And for Bilbao, Gehry wasn’t the only choice, Foster+ Partners designed a metro and 
Santiago Calatrava a footbridge and an airport but no doubt, the titanium cladded masterpiece was 
the real success attracting, as statistics are showing, over a million visitors annually in post- opening 
years. The building itself could be considered as a glamorous sculptural presence that soon after its 
erection became an architectural icon. One could argue that, even if Gehry refused to make replicas 
in other geographical contexts, a very similar construction with the same function and following its 
master’s cognoscible architectural style emerged on the man- made Saadiyat Island of Abu Dhabi. 
The imported architecture in this case, was placed on a leveled ground near the water so that the 
same reflective effect as in Bilbao could be obtained. The critique around Abu Dhabi’s 
Guggenheim reveals its purposes far from revitalization of surrounding (oil rich) areas. The attempt 
was to bring international culture on foreign land by importing successful models rather than 
experimenting with local architects, forms or materials. Decontextualization was not assimilated in 
this particular case and the “Bilbao effect” phenomenon reached a second phase that lost its core 
purpose of urban regeneration through public architectural program with international cultural 
value.   

 

  

Fig. 1: Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain 

Image source: 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/de/Guggen

heim-bilbao-jan05.jpg. Retrieved June 2016. 

Fig. 2: Guggenheim Museum, Abu Dhabi, UAE 

Image source: 

http://www.abudhabi2.com/guggenheim-museum/. 

Retrieved June 2016. 
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 With some exceptions of large scale and big commissions buildings as shown above, architecture today 
tries to align with common concerns about environment and sustainability. It seems like the era of 
starchitecture fades gradually since 2008 world financial crisis, making place for socially responsible 
architecture. Large architectural gestures possible for oil rich countries like the UAE are scattered for the rest 
of the world while a new trend of promoting young professionals and architectural competitions promises to 
give a fresh makeover to urban skyline. Today’s design culture promotes collaboration and interdisciplinarity 
at the expense of individuality (single authorship). Also, even if the globalization of architecture is obvious 
and promoted by open cultural borders, the need for resistance from the local style is more and more present 
among young generation of architects in compliance with community voices.  

Extravagant architecture isn’t going away entirely but is simplified and limited in geographical 
expansion while the discourse about locatecture seems more effervescent and focused on changing 
perceptions. It is common sense that the need for change or development should come from inside. The 
imported recipe doesn’t always work and could do more harm than good. Many voices turned against 
starchitects trend leveling architectural style internationally, having no concerns about local spirit or context 
and not solving real issues demanded by the society. As long as a large amount of world population lacks 
proper housing or sanity, the arrogant gesture of flamboyant architecture should come as a second choice.  

First, we should all focus on issues faced by our community and give room and time for solving 
programs like preschools or social housing (not addressed by starchitecture). 

  

2. Socially responsible architecture 

Are architects and urban designers to blame for poverty, social tension and urban violence? 

Does architecture have the power to change people’s behavior? 

What are the responsibility parameters of architects and urban planners for the social developments 
within the neighborhoods they design? 
 

Not seldom, architects are accused of individualism, lack of collaborative spirit, blindness regarding the 
real needs of their community, wasteful of natural resources. Since clients define the brief and the authorities 
are validating the project, the blame is somehow shared. The moral obligations of each one of us should be 
the public interest and the environment, the two factors questioned when it comes to debate upon the 
starchitect(ure) theme.  

Architecture can affect society making a place more or less livable and shouldn’t be a competition for 
fame and recognition. Also, it should fit in its surroundings whether geographical or cultural. The toughest 
choice is that of following the will of the client or that of the community, often contradictory.  

“Alternative” architecture practices are searching beyond the limits of the construction profession, trying 
to educate communities about urban design, to draft public policy on housing, transportation and public 
spaces, to improve the quality of living by little improvement of surrounding environment and use of 
traditional techniques and materials. The novelty of approach is the attention to urgent needs of shelter (or 
urban common space), its adaptation to fit all needs (ex: Elemental, Alexandro Aravena) and to detail not the 
spectacle of form.  
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Fig. 3: 484 Incremental houses, Constitución, Chile, 

Elemental, Alejandro Aravena, Gonzalo Arteaga, Juan 

Cerda, Victor Oddó, Diego Torres 

Image source: 

http://www.elementalchile.cl/en/projects/constitucion-i-

villa-verde/. Retrieved June 2016. 

Principle of “incrementality”: from 57 m² (initial area of 

each unit), the houses can grow up to 85 m². 

 

Fig. 4: 93 Incremental houses complex, Iquique,  Chile, 

2004, Elemental, Alejandro Aravena, Gonzalo Arteaga, 

Juan Cerda, Victor Oddó, Diego Torres 

Image source: 

http://www.elementalchile.cl/en/projects/quinta-monroy/. 

Retrieved June 2016. 

A typology that allowed the expansion of housing units to 

fit future inhabitant’s needs. 

 

The socially responsible design is socially, environmentally and economically sustainable. The design 
process is participatory; architects are working closely with the public and users and intervene where natural 
calamities or improper governance deprived the people of basic facilities. 

The act of resisting the status quo and change the preexisting order is considered activism and pointed 
out in our field as design activism. A building, an object or a drawing can serve the guerilla purpose and 
accompany a manifesto to raise public awareness. The interest in design for social impact and public service 
design grew in the last years and the themes preferred and commented throughout the media are: affordable 
social housing, emergency housing, climate change and sustainability issues, accessibility and inclusive 
design (serving all ages including disabilities). 

Activism reveals an injustice or wrongdoing taking the side of a disadvantaged group, challenges a status 
quo perpetuated by authorities, offering alternatives of good practice. 

 

 

Fig. 5: Global rescue station, Andrew Maynard; the Fig. 6: Makoko Floating School, Kunlé Adeyemi, Lagos, 
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project emerged in the midst of opposition to clear-cutting 

in Tasmania’s Styx Valley Forest 

Image source: http://inhabitat.com/andrew-maynards-

activist-architecture/. Retrieved June 2016. 

Nigeria, 2012. Image by NLÉ; the architect seeks to 
implement floating buildings to solve flooding and 

overcrowding in Nigeria’s waterside slums 
Image source: http://www.saic.edu/150/kunl%C3%A9-

adeyemi. Retrieved June 2016. 

 

3. Conclusions 
 

In recent years, media perpetuated a common image of high-rated architects as individualistic, social 
insensitive, unethical and destructive. Santiago Calatrava was blamed for his overdue and over budget World 
Trade Center transportation hub, Zaha Hadid for her contemptuous comments about deaths among workers 
at Qatar soccer stadium (claimed as misleading press information?), SHoP Architects for Domino Sugar 
Factory- 55-story development arrogance in Brooklyn, just a few examples.  

This biased and one sided categorization should be reconsidered because no architect can build a 
spectacular building without a client demand and a city authority approval with or without the public and 
media embracing it. Here it needs to be mentioned though that most buildings of today are commended by 
private interests, in many cases disregarding social ones. 

After the 2008 world economic crisis lesson, pursuing sustainability issues, the public opinion questions 
how our buildings perform socially, environmentally and economically over the long term. Even so, a series 
of extravagant, international style buildings are constantly erected all over the world with the hope of 
becoming a catalyst of public interest. The legacy of “Bilbao effect”, a successful 90s urban development 
concept, lingers nowadays reinterpreted in other geographical contexts. The era of starchitect(ure) is being 
challenged though by the social responsible architecture representing the public interest and raising 
awareness about environmental issues.    

Starchitecture has the global impact advantage but doesn’t resonate with local reality or homegrown 
design. Social housing blocks or preschools aren’t starchitect’s specialties rather museums or corporate 
headquarters. A new “breed” of architects referred to as activists are challenging the status quo of the 
profession, legislation or mentality. 

Is it the time for architects to become socially responsible, address real social issues and offer living 
solutions to those communities that have no access to a well-designed environment? 

The “activist architect” works in slums or disadvantaged communities, with minimal budget and local 
resources, responding to urgent community needs where the state has abdicated its responsibility. He designs 
schools, public spaces and residential buildings closely collaborating with local communities, incorporating 
traditional materials and technologies. 

Without signaling the end of “starchitecture”, a very different kind of movement has been emerging 
within contemporary architecture, one that aims to tackle social issues within a global society. 

 As an exercice of imagination, a future scenario could be envisaged: starchitecture will dim, locatecture 
will arise, architects will search for interdisciplinary framework to address real community issues and will 
turn to ecological, economic and social sustainability toolbox, will embrace collaboration and civic 
participation. 
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Funerary Space, an Indicator of Economic Fluctuations 
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Abstract. Two crucial elements have impacted the human history - economy and religion. They are 
inextricably linked, even when this may not be visible. There is a witness space of this linkage, a witness to 
the changes that have occurred in this history of our times. It is the funerary space, an enclosure dedicated to 
those who died, which simultaneously reflects the changes and the coordinates of the living functional space. 
The community economic level in a particular era may trigger mentality alterations, detachment or old 
habits (re)search. The marking forms of the funerary space are the same as those of the urban space 
(buildings and forum monuments). It is easy to notice the same level of investment and imports as well as the 
monuments gradation, depending on the buried rank. This mirroring phenomenon has not known 
interruptions throughout human history. The deceased space hence offers us today a spectacular view over 
the economic fundamental role in defining the culture and the identity of the living ones. 

Keywords: Funerary space, Funerary monuments, Economic level, Social reflection, Fluctuations, 

Modernization, Identity, Timelessness.  

JEL Codes: Z1, Z12 

1. Introduction 
The analysis of the economic inconstancies that people had to deal with in time can start with 

understanding the human perception over death.  For Mircea Eliade, ‘death remains the first mystery that 
deeply bewilders the human conscience.’  (Vulcanescu, 1985, p. 168)  This may be the reason why the 
funerary space converges a wide collection of beliefs, superstitions, customs and even objects laden with a 
symbolical meaning (since the genesis of the times as we know them.) 

The present, albeit under the aura of globalization, is still splintered from a cultural perspective, it allows 
the coexistence of certain traditions, unwritten laws and even magical forms in the vicinity of funerary 
markings that are seriously laicized and also turned into identity platforms.   

The funerary monuments are objects of memory, forms of identity and manifestos. 

Ever since the dawn of history, the funeral space has been a testimony of people’s life, faith, culture and 
economic means. 

The term culture will be used herein in a larger sense, anthropological, subsuming all the life forms in a 
certain context – space and time. 

Irrespective of their culture, people have always been apprehensive about death but obliviousness is what 
they fear most.  The funerary monument is that last shout of every one, that attempt of defining identity and 
reaching immortality via the memories of the living ones. 

The individual economic condition cannot be separated from the social status.  This is how the limits are 
conditioned within which a deceased person is able to delineate ‘identity’. 
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2. Traces of death  – proof of life 
Most data trailing back to the lost civilizations are the ones buried along with their dead.  The life of 

forms is constrained by time and their function.  The settlements and citadels have gone through slow but 
sure changes, coins have been melted and cast again, the household items have been ruined by and in time 
and replaced back.  

The most relevant information comes from the archaeological research on the items that were 
accompanying the dead person for his life after death and of the interment site.  For the Neolithic 
settlements, valuable data derive from the examination of the necropoleis and of the dead worship ritual. 

From the first steps, the study of the funerary spaces unveils the importance of the social structure, not 
only during the time lived on this earth but also after passing into the afterlife (a valid theory for numerous 
cultural spaces).  This social position may allow or prohibit the use of some funerary elements.  

Different social classes were able to use a limited repertoire of funeral monuments, so to not breach the 
social position acquired by birth. 

The great monuments of the Ancient Egypt, still preserved today, are the ones erected to honor the life 
and death of the Pharaohs.  It was only their servants who were yet carrying on underground their above-the-
ground chores by attending to their masters.  I have made the choice to illustrate the contrast between the 
lack of funerary markings for the slaves and the intricacy of a rectangular mastaba, the signature for the royal 
funerary architecture of the Dinasty IV, in parallel with the use of the pyramids (fig. 1).  

The representation for a certain type of monument typical for fixed economic and social categories varies 
in time and within cultures.  This fact can be depicted by the diversity of the stelas (funerary or of 
invocation).  The large distribution of these funerary markings triggers both uses and interpretations of a 
wide spectrum.  The royal stelas are known, which remind the military victories, or the ones dedicated to the 
deities.  The most costly material is used, making a vast investment for its procurement and its processing – 
decoration (from the cuneiform writing to the graving or carving some convoluted compositions).  Here from 
also comes the Roman funerary stela in Philippi, representing the image of the Thracian Knight (fig. 4). 

Another case I would like to point out at is the wooden funerary stela with a cross-like shape and a 
hominoid offcut that belongs to the Christian Egypt in the 4th to 12th centuries, along with a twinned 
anthropomorphic cross (fig. 3) – a contemporary cross referring to the old similar crosses in the Oltenia area.  

 

Fig. 1: Mastaba section: Senwosret-ankh, Lisht 

 

 

 

 

Source: http://pyramidales.blogspot.ro/2011/08/la-

lecon-darchitecture-pyramidale-de.html 



Fig. 2: Funerary stelas - 
Christian Egypt (Fourth. - 
Twelfth Centuries AD) 
Source: 
http://www.louvre.fr/oeuvre-
notices/stele-funeraire-0 

Fig. 3: T

(male and female), contemporary 

cross from Bellu Cemetery

Source: the author’s photo, 2006

Here are two types of funerary monuments of the western art, emerging in contiguous times
crosses and funerary stelas of small sizes are dated around 1450 in the 
5) and the Gisant (recumbent statue
necropolis (fig. 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Small crosses in the Holy Innocents’ 

Cemetery in Paris (no longer in existence

Source: 

https://www.landrucimetieres.fr/spip/IMG/jpg/mon

uments_funeraires_petit.jpg 

The most troublesome frontiers to 
‘conservatism’ until the cultural and religious 
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Fig. 3: Twinned anthropomorphic 

(male and female), contemporary 

cross from Bellu Cemetery 

Source: the author’s photo, 2006 

Fig.4: Funerary st

Macedonia  

Source: 

https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filippi

Here are two types of funerary monuments of the western art, emerging in contiguous times
of small sizes are dated around 1450 in the Invalids’ Cemetery, gone today (fig. 

the Gisant (recumbent statue) of Henry VII (+1509) and his wife at Westminster Abbey, Tudor’s 

mall crosses in the Holy Innocents’ 

no longer in existence) 

https://www.landrucimetieres.fr/spip/IMG/jpg/mon

Fig. 6: The tomb of Henry VII and his wife 

Westminster Abbey

Source: The Renaissance an 

Ilan Rachum, 1979, G. A. The Jerusalem Publishing 

House Ltd, Jerusalem, p.537

The most troublesome frontiers to pass over are the social ones.   The funerary art had endorsed this 
‘conservatism’ until the cultural and religious outbreak in the 18th century.  The modernization of the states 
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ary stelas from Philippi, 

https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filippi 

Here are two types of funerary monuments of the western art, emerging in contiguous times.  More 
Invalids’ Cemetery, gone today (fig. 

Westminster Abbey, Tudor’s 

The tomb of Henry VII and his wife at 

Westminster Abbey 

The Renaissance an illustrated encyclopedia, 

Ilan Rachum, 1979, G. A. The Jerusalem Publishing 

House Ltd, Jerusalem, p.537 

are the social ones.   The funerary art had endorsed this 
The modernization of the states 



had a decisive economic drive, based on the human factor.  The financial power
with the birth rights and the cemeteries have been 

3. The positioning of the g
The funerary space is marked by several urbanist

areal criteria, thus being sections meant for the church staff, children, 
academicians… besides the privileged and pricier places, 
cornerstone buildings.  The concession costs are directly dependent on the location and size of the plot, 
namely the visibility and accessibility.  Favorable sites are known as the ones 
landmarks, including prominent and famous 
times, but the Middle Ages will raise the bar and turn it into science.  
routes were demarcated by churches hosting shrines.  Such fragments, sometimes s
managed to entice both the living and deceased.  Of all the 
include mentions about transactions, contracts between church and parishioners who wanted to purchase a 
burial site as close as possible to the 
cathedrals were positioned under the altar.  The Cathedral in G
church, even though the elevation is r
certain grave slabs – the bas-relief o
compared with the other types of funeral 
fig. 8 highlights the most-sought interment sites inside and outside the
or our Orthodox churches (until the moment of state modernization and bone removal from the 

By extension, the cemetery is a privileged space (before the legislative amendments).  
find a site within its limits.  It is not only the religious denomination to matter (fig. 9) 
which the vicar believes that the deceased fulfilled his moral and material duties.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Funerary slab in the crypt of St. Gavon 

Cathedral in Ghent 

Source: 

http://www.allersretours.com/index.php?page
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had a decisive economic drive, based on the human factor.  The financial power has stopped being equal 
with the birth rights and the cemeteries have been embellished by the opulent monuments of the bourgeoisie.  

The positioning of the graves. The privileged space.  
The funerary space is marked by several urbanistic laws, either written or not.  This space is 

areal criteria, thus being sections meant for the church staff, children, the ones prematurely gone, statesmen, 
leged and pricier places, located near the main alley or representing 

.  The concession costs are directly dependent on the location and size of the plot, 
namely the visibility and accessibility.  Favorable sites are known as the ones placed close by certain space 

and famous graves.  The tradition of privileged sites is rooted in 
times, but the Middle Ages will raise the bar and turn it into science.   That was the time when the pilgrimage 

demarcated by churches hosting shrines.  Such fragments, sometimes s
living and deceased.  Of all the retained medical documents, the most visible 

include mentions about transactions, contracts between church and parishioners who wanted to purchase a 
burial site as close as possible to the Holy Relics or the altar.  The undercrofts of the churches or the w
cathedrals were positioned under the altar.  The Cathedral in Ghent preserves the crypt of the Romanic 
church, even though the elevation is redone in the neo-gothic style.  The image below shows the priority of 

relief of a superior quality, the material (granite) and also the large dimension 
compared with the other types of funeral tiles in white marble making up the pavement (fig. 7).  

sought interment sites inside and outside the churches, whatever the western space 
or our Orthodox churches (until the moment of state modernization and bone removal from the 

By extension, the cemetery is a privileged space (before the legislative amendments).  
site within its limits.  It is not only the religious denomination to matter (fig. 9) 

which the vicar believes that the deceased fulfilled his moral and material duties.   

Fig. 7: Funerary slab in the crypt of St. Gavon 

http://www.allersretours.com/index.php?page 

Fig. 8: Graphic regarding the gradual distribution of burial places 

applied to the  Sf. Dumitru Church in Suceava’

Source: the author intervention over the plan (

arhitectura comparata, Gheorghe Curinschi Vorona, Ed. Tehnica, 

Bucharest, 1991, p.99) 
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has stopped being equal 
opulent monuments of the bourgeoisie.   

laws, either written or not.  This space is ordered by 
prematurely gone, statesmen, 

located near the main alley or representing 
.  The concession costs are directly dependent on the location and size of the plot, 

placed close by certain space 
The tradition of privileged sites is rooted in faraway 

That was the time when the pilgrimage 
demarcated by churches hosting shrines.  Such fragments, sometimes small in size, have 

retained medical documents, the most visible 
include mentions about transactions, contracts between church and parishioners who wanted to purchase a 

undercrofts of the churches or the western 
hent preserves the crypt of the Romanic 

The image below shows the priority of 
f a superior quality, the material (granite) and also the large dimension 

pavement (fig. 7).  The graph in 
whatever the western space 

or our Orthodox churches (until the moment of state modernization and bone removal from the city premises. 

By extension, the cemetery is a privileged space (before the legislative amendments).  Not everyone can 
site within its limits.  It is not only the religious denomination to matter (fig. 9) but also the extent to 

Graphic regarding the gradual distribution of burial places 

Sf. Dumitru Church in Suceava’s plan. 

Source: the author intervention over the plan (Introducere in 

, Gheorghe Curinschi Vorona, Ed. Tehnica, 



It is easy to notice how the importance of
tombs are closer to the cemetery limit, reaching out the outside wall (in 
some extreme cases). 

The few parish cemeteries that still preserve the funerary monuments 
near the church are structured on the same principle as the r
necropolises. 

4. The state modernization and the laicization of the 
funerary space 
The state modernization has been a carefully prepared phenomenon

the changes have affected all life realms.  Faith, customs and also this 
funerary space have been subjected to 
forced on from the outside. 

In funerary space, mentality and legislative changes begin with the 
demands made by the authorities of Russian Divan in Bucharest and Iasi to 
stop burials in churches and their 
annex of the Organic Statute is set, an act titled Regulations for health and 
police guarding the proper statutes, in Bucharest. Between 1859 and 1877
the Regulation for funerals is established, then the Cemeteries Law
ratified in 1864. 

4.1. A reflector of the changing society from a contemporary 
angle 

In the present-day context, the inauguration of cemeteries outside the urban perimeter has led to the 
shaping of a real social radiography.  
depending on their distinction/category, thus attracting a specific type of lessees.  The funerary urbanism of 
the first years evolved, sometimes was revoked by the successive overlaps, but it is 
stage of these cemeteries, there were simultaneous markings and archaic space shapes 
(shyly) inspired from the western art or from its echoes reaching the urban space.  

Elements that were becoming identity symbols
spawning dogmatic and taste disputes among the living.  The choice of a certain type of monument stood for 
a identity manifesto. 

While crossing a funerary space from the first half of the 19
simple crosses of carved stone, a few scattered ampler monuments 
busts of the deceased.   

A much larger area in the cemeteries is taken by the monuments from late 19
followed by the ones after 1945, imprinted with politics and fear.  

The post-December monuments stand out, similar with the old ones being intervened upon.  The 
pane glass carpentry work confines 
replaced with marble slabs or, even worse, the engraved surface is erased by 

The most recent burial sites are cramped towards the alleys, atypically oriented, not aligned with the 
initial ones, as they have a protruding 
50 cm above the alley and covering with a slab cast in concrete or tessellated cement.  
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to notice how the importance of these areas diminishes as the 
tombs are closer to the cemetery limit, reaching out the outside wall (in 

The few parish cemeteries that still preserve the funerary monuments 
near the church are structured on the same principle as the royal 

The state modernization and the laicization of the 

The state modernization has been a carefully prepared phenomenon and 
have affected all life realms.  Faith, customs and also this 

ected to arduous challenges, as the rules were 

entality and legislative changes begin with the 
demands made by the authorities of Russian Divan in Bucharest and Iasi to 

nd their yards (March 9, 1809). After 1831 an 
is set, an act titled Regulations for health and 

police guarding the proper statutes, in Bucharest. Between 1859 and 1877, 
for funerals is established, then the Cemeteries Law was 

reflector of the changing society from a contemporary 

day context, the inauguration of cemeteries outside the urban perimeter has led to the 
shaping of a real social radiography.  The new cemeteries were located in the close vicinity of the cities, 

distinction/category, thus attracting a specific type of lessees.  The funerary urbanism of 
the first years evolved, sometimes was revoked by the successive overlaps, but it is 
stage of these cemeteries, there were simultaneous markings and archaic space shapes 
(shyly) inspired from the western art or from its echoes reaching the urban space.   

Elements that were becoming identity symbols inside the cemeteries were introduced in hardship, 
spawning dogmatic and taste disputes among the living.  The choice of a certain type of monument stood for 

While crossing a funerary space from the first half of the 19th century, an old area can be noticed, with 
simple crosses of carved stone, a few scattered ampler monuments – columns or obelisks and sometimes 

A much larger area in the cemeteries is taken by the monuments from late 19th 
followed by the ones after 1945, imprinted with politics and fear.   

December monuments stand out, similar with the old ones being intervened upon.  The 
pane glass carpentry work confines monuments like pseudoperipteral temples, the ol
replaced with marble slabs or, even worse, the engraved surface is erased by scraping and then re

The most recent burial sites are cramped towards the alleys, atypically oriented, not aligned with the 
protruding profile – the elevation of the edges in the underground 

50 cm above the alley and covering with a slab cast in concrete or tessellated cement.  

Fig. 9: 

woman and her Protestant 

Source: 

http://unusualplaces.org/graves

of-a-catholic

protestant
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day context, the inauguration of cemeteries outside the urban perimeter has led to the 
d in the close vicinity of the cities, 

distinction/category, thus attracting a specific type of lessees.  The funerary urbanism of 
the first years evolved, sometimes was revoked by the successive overlaps, but it is still visible.  In the first 
stage of these cemeteries, there were simultaneous markings and archaic space shapes alongside monuments 

inside the cemeteries were introduced in hardship, 
spawning dogmatic and taste disputes among the living.  The choice of a certain type of monument stood for 

old area can be noticed, with 
columns or obelisks and sometimes 

 and early 20th centuries, 

December monuments stand out, similar with the old ones being intervened upon.  The double 
monuments like pseudoperipteral temples, the old inscriptions are 

scraping and then re-written on.   

The most recent burial sites are cramped towards the alleys, atypically oriented, not aligned with the 
the elevation of the edges in the underground tombs with 40-

50 cm above the alley and covering with a slab cast in concrete or tessellated cement.  These shapes, neither 

Fig. 9:  Graves of a Catholic 

woman and her Protestant 

husband 

Source: 

http://unusualplaces.org/graves-

catholic-woman-and-her-

protestant-husband-2/ 



beautiful nor ugly, are born from the need to isolate a 
circulation. 

This phenomenon of densification of the cemeteries can be also noticed in the entire urban space.  The 
same need for space, trespassing of 
the land level while the burial spaces 

4.2. Trends in the funerary art
The modernization of the Romanian cultural space brings in the interior of the same complex more 

distinct types of funerary art.  Three 
distinguished: 

• The influence of the western art upon the 

urban space, echoing in the funerary space is a result of 
multiple factors, from the recent political international 
relations to sending the youngsters from rich families to 
study in western Europe.  
conditioned by returning to the country
doing the profession of their choice is an important 
factor that amplifies the westernization phenomenon.  
Everyone in contact with the occidental civilization 
comes back with an influence from the artistic taste, 
fashion and social crazes.  This is how decorative 
objects ordered from abroad show up, as the foreign 
architects and artists are asked to work for the 
Romanian partners.  Their number is larger and larger 
with participations in public competitions, an element 
leading to the institutionalization 

In the funerary enclosure, there are formal 
interpretations of the urban monuments of the moment, eclectic monuments that 
traditional with the new forms.  

The funerary space does not only import the western styles but also the topics of the occidental art.  

Fig. 15: Petru Stoicescu’s 

funerary monument, Bellu Cemetery, 

figure 43 

Source: the author’s photo, 2005 
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beautiful nor ugly, are born from the need to isolate a space initially meant for another function, i.e. 

densification of the cemeteries can be also noticed in the entire urban space.  The 
of the green areas, for distribution on the vertical plan.

the land level while the burial spaces are adding another subsurface storey… 

Trends in the funerary art 
The modernization of the Romanian cultural space brings in the interior of the same complex more 

Three relevant directions in their influence and identity discourse should be 

The influence of the western art upon the  

space, echoing in the funerary space is a result of 
multiple factors, from the recent political international 

youngsters from rich families to 
study in western Europe.  Granting scholarships 
conditioned by returning to the country of origin and 
doing the profession of their choice is an important 

westernization phenomenon.  
Everyone in contact with the occidental civilization 
comes back with an influence from the artistic taste, 

This is how decorative 
objects ordered from abroad show up, as the foreign 
architects and artists are asked to work for the 

Their number is larger and larger 
with participations in public competitions, an element 

 of the imported art.   

In the funerary enclosure, there are formal 
interpretations of the urban monuments of the moment, eclectic monuments that 

The funerary space does not only import the western styles but also the topics of the occidental art.  

Fig. 14: Abeles 

Monument, Bellu 

Cemetery, fig. 54 

 

 

 

 

Source: the 

author’s photo, 

2005 

Fig. 16: Eufrosina Porroinianu’s 

monument, Bellu Cemetery, figure 19b 

Source: the author’s photo, 2005 

Fig. 17: Al. Izvoranu monument

Source: the author’s photo, 2005
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space initially meant for another function, i.e. 

densification of the cemeteries can be also noticed in the entire urban space.  The 
distribution on the vertical plan.  The city rises from 

The modernization of the Romanian cultural space brings in the interior of the same complex more 
relevant directions in their influence and identity discourse should be 

interpretations of the urban monuments of the moment, eclectic monuments that couple the 

The funerary space does not only import the western styles but also the topics of the occidental art.  

Al. Izvoranu monument, Bellu 

Cemetery 

Source: the author’s photo, 2005 



There will be representations of Pain, Separation 
of Survivor, Last Kiss, as well as shapes of 
with suggestive ornamentation – the characteristic objects and the anecdotal reliefs 
1995, pp.134-339).  The introduction of these art topics draws
dimensions and the signing artist.  There are beautiful examples in cemeteries such as Bell and Sf. Vineri 
(Saint Friday, Engl.). 

• The more and more visible 
and traditional forms – crosses and slabs in stone.  
elements to the western-like, along with the geometrical or vegetal ornamentation.  
representative elements for the progeny, paintings, bass
funerary markings (from slabs on crosses, frontons of some burial chambers and even the decoration for 
fences.  All these are clothed with an archaic stylistic vocabulary or with 
gothic, Art Nouveau and neo-Romanian elements.

These slabs are hard to be dated in the absence of solid marking, as the sober expression and plastic 
language are commonplace.  At the same time, the expensive slabs in carved st
the recent ones, cheap and lacking the symbolical discourse of decoration, functional slabs of reinforced 
concrete.  

• The national style, neo-Romanian, is a cultural and artistic synthesis emerged in a moment where the 
entire world was looking for its identity roots.  
monograms in this style, besides the characteristic ornamentation and the volumes.  There are cases where 
personalities of a boyar descent call on this stylistic language, as a form of identity justification.  
other hand, a new category of small bourge
vaults from prestigious architects.  This applies to 
the 19th century who hired architect 

 

Fig. 10: Gheorghe 

Alexandru Stirbey 

monument, a slab with 

blazon decoration, Bellu 

Cemetery, figure 43 bis 

Source: the author’s photo, 

2006  

Fig. 11: Elena Flilti’s Slab

(1823 –

Cemetery, figure 05

Source: the author’s photo, 

2005 
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Pain, Separation and triumph of hope, victory of love over death, 
, as well as shapes of Gisants.  The Tragic Deaths will join the 

the characteristic objects and the anecdotal reliefs 
The introduction of these art topics draws a higher attention in terms of materials, 

dimensions and the signing artist.  There are beautiful examples in cemeteries such as Bell and Sf. Vineri 

more and more visible delimitation of the families of noble descent is done by 
crosses and slabs in stone.  The decorative repertoire varies from archaic symbolical 

like, along with the geometrical or vegetal ornamentation.  
the progeny, paintings, bass-reliefs or high reliefs that can be seen on any 

funerary markings (from slabs on crosses, frontons of some burial chambers and even the decoration for 
these are clothed with an archaic stylistic vocabulary or with naïve art, neo

Romanian elements. 

These slabs are hard to be dated in the absence of solid marking, as the sober expression and plastic 
At the same time, the expensive slabs in carved stone cannot be mistaken for 

the recent ones, cheap and lacking the symbolical discourse of decoration, functional slabs of reinforced 

Romanian, is a cultural and artistic synthesis emerged in a moment where the 
entire world was looking for its identity roots.  The funerary monuments often use graphisms and 

ograms in this style, besides the characteristic ornamentation and the volumes.  There are cases where 
of a boyar descent call on this stylistic language, as a form of identity justification.  

other hand, a new category of small bourgeoisie with a strong financial power, choose to order imposing 
prestigious architects.  This applies to Gheorgheff (Evloghie and Cristo)

century who hired architect Ion Mincu and sculptor F. Storck. 

Elena Flilti’s Slab 

– 1878), Bellu 

Cemetery, figure 05 

Source: the author’s photo, 

Fig. 12: C. Cantacuzino’s 

Slab, Bellu Cemetery, fig 15 

Source: the author’s photo, 

2005 

Fig. 13:  

Cemetery, figure 05

Source: the author’s photo, 

2005
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and triumph of hope, victory of love over death, of the Cult 
will join the Portraits and Apologues 

the characteristic objects and the anecdotal reliefs (Le Normand Romain, 
a higher attention in terms of materials, 

dimensions and the signing artist.  There are beautiful examples in cemeteries such as Bell and Sf. Vineri 

is done by turning to simple 
The decorative repertoire varies from archaic symbolical 

like, along with the geometrical or vegetal ornamentation.  The blazons are 
reliefs or high reliefs that can be seen on any 

funerary markings (from slabs on crosses, frontons of some burial chambers and even the decoration for 
naïve art, neo-byzantine, neo-

These slabs are hard to be dated in the absence of solid marking, as the sober expression and plastic 
one cannot be mistaken for 

the recent ones, cheap and lacking the symbolical discourse of decoration, functional slabs of reinforced 

Romanian, is a cultural and artistic synthesis emerged in a moment where the 
The funerary monuments often use graphisms and 

ograms in this style, besides the characteristic ornamentation and the volumes.  There are cases where 
of a boyar descent call on this stylistic language, as a form of identity justification.  On the 

choose to order imposing 
Cristo) brothers, financists of 

Fig. 13:  Slab, Bellu 

Cemetery, figure 05 

Source: the author’s photo, 

2005 



This identity style becomes official when it starts being promoted 
cultural stature.  The presence of the national style within the funerary 
human need of identity affirmation, bringing a note of 

4.3. The selection of the artists/architects for building a funerary monument, proof of the 
financial power and social status

The decision of placing a funerary monument comes as a response to a traumatic situation, the loss of 
someone beloved.  Oftentimes, the investment for such monument, irrespective of the category, reaches the 
top of the budget available to the grieving fami
done their moral duty towards the deceased.  And this is how they select the project and of the 
artist/architect.  To turn to a trendy personality 
both actions are easily visible from the outside, at a social level.

• The expression of the financial 

Gheorghieff bankers vault /necropolis
Bucharest, 1912), in the funerary space
promoter of Neo-Romanian style in architecture
of their economic power, and their need for eternal affirmation. 
for the interment spaces and over-
positioning the display of the ornamental richness.  
string courses, blind arcades, stuccoes and chromatic elements in the 
the gallery level (from the crypts to 

The promoters appeal to sculptor Frederic
evangelists Luke, Mark, Matthew and Joan
a neo-Byzantine language.  

Fig. : Gheorghieff bankers 

vault/necropolis (sculpture detail, 

exterior view) 

Source: the author’s photo, 2005, 

during restoration 

Source: the author’s photo, 2005 
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becomes official when it starts being promoted by political personalities of a high 
The presence of the national style within the funerary space confirms and builds up the 

human need of identity affirmation, bringing a note of atemporality and essentialization. 

The selection of the artists/architects for building a funerary monument, proof of the 
financial power and social status 

The decision of placing a funerary monument comes as a response to a traumatic situation, the loss of 
someone beloved.  Oftentimes, the investment for such monument, irrespective of the category, reaches the 
top of the budget available to the grieving family.  This is the only way when the descendants feel to have 

towards the deceased.  And this is how they select the project and of the 
artist/architect.  To turn to a trendy personality coincides with the investment of a substantial am
both actions are easily visible from the outside, at a social level. 

The expression of the financial power – The funerary monument of the Gheorgheff

Gheorghieff bankers vault /necropolis is a very important work of Ion Mincu
in the funerary space between 1903 and 1905. The architect is a school initiator 

in architecture. The Gheorghieff brothers demand comes as a confirmation 
of their economic power, and their need for eternal affirmation. The mixed chamber, underground developed 

-the-ground for the space to be visited, justifies by its volumetry and 
display of the ornamental richness.  The entire segmented interior into horizontal registers via 

string courses, blind arcades, stuccoes and chromatic elements in the fresco technique can be seen unitarily at 
 the central dome). 

ppeal to sculptor Frederic Storck (1872 – 1942) to do the sculptures of the 
thew and Joan. These statues define the exterior corners of the chamber by using 

Fig. 18: Gheorghieff bankers 

vault/necropolis (detail, interior 

view) 

Source: the author’s photo, 2005  

Fig. 19: 

vault/necropolis

Source: the author’s photo, 2007
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by political personalities of a high 
space confirms and builds up the 

atemporality and essentialization.  

The selection of the artists/architects for building a funerary monument, proof of the 

The decision of placing a funerary monument comes as a response to a traumatic situation, the loss of 
someone beloved.  Oftentimes, the investment for such monument, irrespective of the category, reaches the 

descendants feel to have 
towards the deceased.  And this is how they select the project and of the 

of a substantial amount, and 

Gheorgheff brothers 

is a very important work of Ion Mincu (Focșani, 1852 – 
a school initiator and the 

rothers demand comes as a confirmation 
The mixed chamber, underground developed 

for the space to be visited, justifies by its volumetry and 
into horizontal registers via 

fresco technique can be seen unitarily at 

do the sculptures of the four 
These statues define the exterior corners of the chamber by using 

Fig. 19: Gheorghieff bankers 

vault/necropolis, Bellu Cemetery, fig 47 

Source: the author’s photo, 2007 



The materials used for this vault, 
It stands out the bronze, the marble, the stucco, the interior gilded murals, the bass

5. The present day 
Not long ago, I would have 

liberalization of death and return to the not
1989.  Today, I find myself in the situation of dividing this decade into at le
90’s, the funerary markings used contemporary expressions with a high quality sculptural intervention, while 
preserving a natural scale of these objects. 

Even this ‘latest craze’ is represented by breaking the natural, b
scandalize with either their dimensions or materials and processing.  The black marble, superficially 
engraved, presents a design of a white line with the face of the deceased or shocking compositions.  This 
type of monument has been common ground in the recent years for the social categories belonging to the 
minority ethnic groups in their attempt to assert themselves.  

The funerary architecture aims to achieve a discourse based on economic power and influence, the sa
distressing elements in size and contrasting materials are being looked for, and also the equipping of such 
constructions for the eternity with technical facilities, namely elevators or video camera with 
sensors… (fig. 21).  It should be noted t
type elements for guests or the possessors of other vaults. 

Fig. 21: Urdareanu vault, Bellu 

Cemetery, fig 55 

Source: http://adidobre.ro/wp-

content/uploads/2015/06/bellu-

urdare.jpg 

An above-ground vault erected during the last year is to be found in Ghencea Cemetery

In this case, it should be looked at the neoclassical and baroque elements, at the romantic sculpture of 
angels and at the dominant chromatic of golden ochre, a reference to the gold value.  
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The materials used for this vault, by far exceed the level of those currently used for funerary monume
the marble, the stucco, the interior gilded murals, the bass-relief and

Not long ago, I would have considered this ‘present day’ the interval that started with the re
liberalization of death and return to the not-hidden faith, debuting with the political and social events in 

Today, I find myself in the situation of dividing this decade into at least two sub
90’s, the funerary markings used contemporary expressions with a high quality sculptural intervention, while 
preserving a natural scale of these objects.  

Even this ‘latest craze’ is represented by breaking the natural, by having certain monuments emerge and 
scandalize with either their dimensions or materials and processing.  The black marble, superficially 

presents a design of a white line with the face of the deceased or shocking compositions.  This 
nument has been common ground in the recent years for the social categories belonging to the 

minority ethnic groups in their attempt to assert themselves.   

The funerary architecture aims to achieve a discourse based on economic power and influence, the sa
distressing elements in size and contrasting materials are being looked for, and also the equipping of such 
constructions for the eternity with technical facilities, namely elevators or video camera with 

It should be noted the use of costly decorative details at the entrance, which are signal
type elements for guests or the possessors of other vaults.  

 

 

 

Fig. 22: Urdareanu’s vault  entrance 

detail 

Source: the author’s photo, 2005 

Fig. 23: Paun vault

Source: G. Petrescu’s photo, 2016

ground vault erected during the last year is to be found in Ghencea Cemetery

In this case, it should be looked at the neoclassical and baroque elements, at the romantic sculpture of 
angels and at the dominant chromatic of golden ochre, a reference to the gold value.  
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far exceed the level of those currently used for funerary monuments. 
relief and tondi.  

considered this ‘present day’ the interval that started with the re-
, debuting with the political and social events in 

ast two sub-divisions.  During the 
90’s, the funerary markings used contemporary expressions with a high quality sculptural intervention, while 

y having certain monuments emerge and 
scandalize with either their dimensions or materials and processing.  The black marble, superficially 

presents a design of a white line with the face of the deceased or shocking compositions.  This 
nument has been common ground in the recent years for the social categories belonging to the 

The funerary architecture aims to achieve a discourse based on economic power and influence, the same 
distressing elements in size and contrasting materials are being looked for, and also the equipping of such 
constructions for the eternity with technical facilities, namely elevators or video camera with various 

he use of costly decorative details at the entrance, which are signal-

Fig. 23: Paun vault, Ghencea 

Cemetery 

G. Petrescu’s photo, 2016 

ground vault erected during the last year is to be found in Ghencea Cemetery (fig. 23).   

In this case, it should be looked at the neoclassical and baroque elements, at the romantic sculpture of 
angels and at the dominant chromatic of golden ochre, a reference to the gold value.  In spite of the fact that 
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numerous elements are not unusual for the funerary space, the manner in which these are articulated, staged 
proves an indubitable and honest discourse of identity and finance.  The alight cables emphasize the features 
of the vault during the night and a meter records their consumption and the alarm activity. 

The old values are wiped out and yet the economic power of the deceased is increasingly visible in the 
selection of the funerary monuments.  The artistic and the opulence levels are directly proportional to the 
high financial level. 

The personalities reach their social position regardless of their status obtained by birth. 

6. Conclusions 
The marking of the tombs, a last identity act, has and will reflect both the financial condition of the 

deceased and also the cultural level and artistic taste of both dead and living. 

To compare the contemporary and the age-old markings, it is absolutely necessary to reintroduce certain 
norms regarding the artistic quality of the monuments. 

Nowadays the monuments no longer embody the traditional values but they represent the cultural 
identity of the donors.  
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On Social Economy Concept 
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Abstract. We often find in the specialized works the claim that Social Economy, as we understand it today, 
has three main conceptual sources, namely: the works published in the XIX th century by economists like 
Dunoyer, Mill, Walras; the vision of certain theoreticians and practitioners such as Owen and Fourier and 
the cooperatives established in Europe about two centuries ago such as the Rochdale Pioneers. But there are 
fundamental differences between the XIXth century's acceptation with regards to the term and current 
definitions. The constancy which links all these concerns is the affiliation of the debates in the Social 
Economics field, a branch of economics that investigates the relationship between the economy and the 
society. At the same time, we can not deny the connections and similarities between the cooperatives and 
mutual associations of two centuries ago and of today. But, back in time, the concept of social economy, both 
theoretically and practically, was not limited to these types of organizations. The conclusion of the study is 
that today we can talk about a Neo Social Economy which gives up to utopian visions but is limited to the 
activity of a particular type of organization called Social Enterprises. 

Keywords:  Social Economy, Social Enterprise, Cooperatives, the Third Sector, Community Economy 

JEL Codes: L31, L13 

1. Introduction  

 The report Social Economy in the European Union (2012) conducted by CIRIEC stated: “The term 
Social Economy probably appeared in the economic literature for the first time in 1830. That year, the 
liberal economist Charles Dunoyer published the Treaty about social economy, advocating for a moral 
approach to economy.”2 The report mentions John Stuart Mill, Leon Walras, Frédéric among the first 
economists who use and analyse the concept of Social Economy. The XIX th century was marked by the 
effects of the Industrial Revolution that caused the society to radically change, with many visible 
consequences in the economic, social and political fields. The economic sciences are also included in a new 
stage of development together with the publication of the work of Adam Smith - The wealth of nations: 
research on the nature and its causes (1776). The sociology is born from the positivist vision of August 
Comte and the political philosophy proposes the most varied ideologies, from anarchic liberalism to utopian 
socialism, in an attempt to define the role of the state and how to ensure the welfare of a great number of 
people. All these branches of knowledge inevitably meet with the need to understand and explain the human 
behaviour resorts, individually or collectively, which are the key to many questions that everyone attempts to 
answer. In addition, the precarious situation of a large segment of the population has urged personalities 
from different fields but also from different social levels to seek solutions to rise the living standards of the 
masses. The sociology, the economics and the political sciences inevitably overlap in time, often using terms 
like political economy, social economy, social philosophy, political sociology. 

                                                           
  +   PhD Candidate, Faculty of Management, Economic Engineering in Agriculture and Rural Development, University 
of Agronomic Studies and Veterinary Medicine, B-dul Marasti, nr 59, sect 1, Bucharest,  E-mail:violeta.chiriloaie@yahoo.com,  
Mob: +40745306991 
 
2  Monzón Campos José Luis, Chaves Ávila Rafael, 2012, The Social Economy in the European Union , CIRIEC report for 
EESC, pg 16, available on  http://www.eesc.europa.eu/resources/docs/qe-30-12-790-en-c.pdf 
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2. Material and Method 

 In order to compare and analyze the conceptual sphere of the term Social Economy over time until 
now, we used the bibliographic study of the three sources identified by the CIRIEC report as the first theories 
and experiments in the field: the work of economists such as Mill, Dunoyer, Walras, Le Play; the ideas and 
experiments of Owen and Fourier and the co-operatives established in the XIX th century such as the 
Rochdale Pioneers Cooperative. We made a documentation about the efforts of those who sought to reform 
the society or create new social models and we analyzed the monograph of certain emblematic associations 
which formulated cooperative organization and functioning principles which are still respected nowadays. 
We comparatively analyzed the results with the contemporary definitions of the Social Economy offered by 
researchers in social sciences and international institutions. 
 

3. Results and Discussions  

3.1. The Fathers of „Social Economy” Collocation 
 Charles Dunoyer was a French liberal economist and politician. In the center of his work is the 
concept of freedom which must accompany the industrial development and which should never be sacrificed, 
despite the emergence of an increasingly numerous class of poor workers. The Social Economy Treaty 
(1830) argues that the financial situation of each individual is the result of his work and of the morals he 
adopts. But he sees them as individual solutions and he is skeptical about the ability of the poor to become 
entrepreneurs or to associate. 3  Dunoyer defines the social economy on one hand as a branch of the economic 
science, and on the other hand as an economic practice of the masses. He wrote: “What is the science of this 
economy if not knowing these forces and their capabilities, i.e. knowing all the occupations which form the 
economy of the society and the conditions they are subject to.”  
 Frédéric Le Play was a conservative French economist and politician. He founded the International 
Company of Social Economy Practical Studies which was based on monographic analyses with an economic 
character. In the work Social Economy he proposes the return of the society to the patriarchal model 
practiced in feudalism. In the cities, the role and obligation of the employers was, in his view, to provide 
workers and their families with homes, a decent income, and religious education. In the rural environment, 
he propose the return to pastoral tribes or agricultural communes, led by a head of the household, with the 
role of a father. As with regards to the forms of association between workers, he believes that these are only 
palliatives which prove that “the evil exists in the society” 4 but they do not eliminate it. The social economy 
for this author means the practicing of the economy by the masses, under the guidance of an Employer who 
guarantees the compliance with the moral norms in the community. 
  John Stewart Mill  was a member of the British Parliament from the Liberal Party. He believes that 
“the poor no longer needed to be treated like children” and “the concern over their fate should be left to their 
own abilities.”5 Once freed from the domination of the rich classes, “people had to learn to work for each 
other and together with others.” He supported the idea of replacing the subordination relations with “the 
association of workers under equal conditions, collective capital ownership, equity management and 
democratically elected management.”6 The political democracy was thus expanding through the 
democratization of the economy. The author studies the emergence and development of two types of 
cooperation which allow the incentives and the emancipation of the poor class: those based on the 
association between capital owners and the associations in which the workers invest their own capital and 
labor force, thus becoming entrepreneurs. The second model is considered to be superior. 

                                                           
3 Dunoyer Charles, 1886, Oeuvres, Librairie Guillaume Publishing, Paris, pg 470 
4 Aubertin Francois, 1891,  F. Le Play. Economie sociale, 1891, Guillaumin Publishing, Paris, pg 121 
5 Ibidem, paragraph IV.7.8 
6 Ibidem paragraph IV.7.21  
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The author rarely uses the term Social Economy. However, the phrase appears in Book II, Chapter X. 
Methods of abolishing the Cottier trend 7 in which are proposed measures to improve the lives of Irish 
farmers. It is proposed to set up a Company to buy all the lands on sale, which is “a way in which the private 
capital could be used to improve the social and agricultural economy in Ireland, not only without sacrifices 
but also with considerable profits for the owners of that company”8. The social economy also appears here as 
the practicing of the economy by the families. The cooperatives were only a segment of this economy, 
inspired manifestations which example could have been followed widely, but the social economy contained 
more forms of economic organization of the civil society at the time. 
 Leon Walras (1834-1910) is a French economist and mathematician whose fundamental work, 
Elements of pure economics was especially appreciated after his death, following certain discoveries and 
translations. In his view, the economic sciences are composed of three parts: “the study of the natural laws of 
the change value or of the change (the theory of social wealth, the economics theory or the Pure Economics), 
the study the most favorable conditions for agriculture, industry, trade, crediting (the theory of the wealth 
production or applied Economics) and the study of the best conditions on the ownership and taxation (The 
theory of wealth distribution or Social Economy.”9 Walras advocates for the freedom of the market 
mechanisms. He defends the private property but is in favor of the nationalization of the land and natural 
resources by the State. Thus, the latter would have sufficient resources to be able to waive the taxation of 
wages which condemns the employees to poverty. Freed of the tax burden, they would be able to gather 
capital which they could invest in their own cooperative enterprises. The author supports the idea of 
cooperative but the term Social Economy is used in a broader sense, referring to macroeconomic principles 
of redistribution of the national wealth. 
 Most of the works of the above authors identify a social problem: the formation of an increasingly 
numerous class of economically vulnerable people. This class will constitute “the masses”, the majority, in 
opposition to the elite, which is the minority. Dunoyer, Mill, Walras, Le Play do not talk about workers, as 
we nowadays understand this professional category, but about all those who provide a paid work and depend 
on their own labor force to earn income (the employees). The masses were made up of workers from 
workshops, small farmers, the small bourgeois of the entrepreneurs and officials, their families: children who 
contributed to the social economy working by the age of 10 or even 6, women, housewives or employed. 
These masses will weigh increasingly more in the national economy, will cause or support revolutions, will 
participate in the government. The concern to find solutions to improve their situation, in other words to 
improve the situation of the majority of the population, was common at that time and the works mentioned 
above fall within these concerns. As a theory of the economics, all of these authors show that the poverty has 
both social and economic causes and effects. The state of material deprivation is caused and is accompanied 
by moral and educational deficiencies. For this reason, the work of Dunoyer, Mill, Le Play certainly belong 
to the “Social Economics” field, phrase that both in French and Romanian translates with the same words as 
“Social Economy”. On the other hand, from the above works, it results that the social economy as economic 
practice can be defined as a way for the members of the economically and socially vulnerable classes to 
accumulate capital. Their vulnerability arises particularly from the fact that they lack production factors such 
as capital and land. Their only chance is the proper capitalization of their labor force. The purpose of the 
debate was to ensure them a decent living. It was thus aimed to create a numerous and stable middle class 
that is no longer at risk of poverty. The accumulation of capital, be it in modest amounts, was a sign of 
adaptation to the capitalist society. It was a result of the compliance with the moral rules that included rules 
of economic conduct (avoiding waste, efficiency, foresight, prudence, saving). By learning and practicing 
these norms, in the minds of the employees would form an enterprising spirit which turned them into 
capitalist entrepreneurs. The detailed arrangements by which this result was achieved and the definition of 

                                                           
7 Mill John Stuart, 1909, Principles of Political Economy with some of their Applications to Social Philosophy,  Longmans, 
Green and Co., London, paragraph II.10.11 available on http://www.econlib.org/library/Mill/mlP23.html#II.10.18 
8  Ibidem,  paragraph II.10.11 available on  http://www.econlib.org/library/Mill/mlP62.html#anchor_c60 
9 Walras Leon, 2010, Studies in Social Economics, “Ed Routledge”, Abingdon available on 
https://books.google.ro/books?id=LCHGBQAAQBAJ&hl=ro&source=gbs_navlinks_s 
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decent living vary from one author to another. The latter referred not only to covering the basic needs: food, 
clothing, housing but it also included safety, health, the population’s access to education. It also means an 
added value that could be saved or reinvested. The mentioned authors do not advocate for non-profit 
organizations. The profit is the essence and the main purpose of the economic activity, it ensures their 
continuity and proves the success of the entrepreneurs. The discussion was carried out on the fair and 
responsible division thereof. In addition, the theoreticians and practitioners of the XIX th century are against 
charity. Their goal was to obtain the financial independence of individuals, to obtain revenues through the 
use of their own labor force, self-help, cooperation. “Income for work” and not for free is an ethical and 
economic principle that all these authors advocate for. The majority talks about the need to regulate the State 
influence on the economy practiced by the society. It is either called upon to intervene in order to ensure a 
part of the necessities of a decent life, or on the contrary, to limit itself to guaranteeing the social freedom 
through fair laws and the enforcement bodies thereof. They all talk about education and morality as 
indispensable for avoiding poverty. Therefore, a definition of social economy that emerges from the works of 
the authors in the XIX th century could be: “The social economy is the economic activity exercised by the 
masses who value their workforce in order to ensure a decent standard of living, in compliance with the 
moral norms of the society.” 
  

3.2     Between Utopia and Practice 
 An interesting situation is the position of the bourgeoisie involved both in debates about social 
economy and in stimulating the cooperative movement. Unlike the cultural elite formed by theoreticians and 
politicians and the working class which is a practitioner of the cooperatives, its representatives combine the 
two aspects, trying to implement their own ideas in the social experiments.  
 Robert Owen (1771-1858) was born in Wales and is the sixth of the seven children of a merchant 
from Newtown. Although his family was rather part of the middle class, Owen was sent to work in a drapery 
at the age of 10. After several similar jobs his sharp and enterprising spirit allowed him at the age of nineteen 
to become the manager of a cotton spinning mill. He bought together with the British associates the Lanark 
spinning mill in Scotland where he implemented his first social reform project. 
 Upon his arrival, the spinning mill would use the work of children between 6 and 12, coming from 
the orphanages in the area, according to the Laws of the Poor, in force ever since the XVII th century. The 
500 children would live in a shared house, they had food, clothing, healthcare and education. Under his 
management, the factory gives up his orphan disciples and the families established here are encouraged to 
send their children to the local school until the age of 10. It should be noted, however, that many children 
went to evening classes, after almost 12 hours spent in the spinning mill. The Institute for the Formation of 
Character (Owen school) did not charge tuition fees and provided the children with the knowledge of reading 
and writing, mathematics, dance and music, military training for boys and initiation in domestic work for 
girls (cooking, sewing, etc.). In the village especially created for the employees, near the spinning mill, 
Owen limits the alcohol consumption and gambling, combats the theft through fines and special education, 
forces the workers to contribute with a small part of their income to the creation of a social fund for 
pensions. In order to allow the women to return to work soon after childbirth and to prevent the children 
from appropriating wrong habits by mimicking the adults, he founded the first nursery in England. 
  The advocacy for education and the description of his experiment in Scotland serve the author to ask 
for a social reform from the State which would extend his initiative throughout the whole country. He asks it 
to guarantee the access to education for all children and also to create jobs for the unemployed. In order to 
fulfill the last objective, he proposed the State to take over the production of the “national utility goods” such 
as infrastructure works. In order to not distort the market laws in the free formation of the wages value, he 
proposed the quarterly preparation of reports by the local authorities with regards to the average price of the 
district labor, the number of unemployed, the jobs held previously by the citizens, etc.  
 Owen believed that the poor cannot break through by themselves because they are victims of wrong 
life principles that they are taught from a young age, by imitating the others. A New View of Society, or 
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Essays on the Principle of the Formation of the Human Character10 is first of all an advocacy for raising the 
living standards of the poor through education. Owen established a society based on the model he also 
believed in on the American territory. New Harmony, sponsored by hm and led by one of his sons turns out 
to be a failure and it was dissolved within less than three years of its establishment. 
 François Fourier was a French philosopher, and like Robert Owen, was also associated with the 
utopic socialism. Although his ideas were often extravagant (he foresaw a future where lions and whales will 
work for people and the seas will turn into lemonade)11, he had supporters, founders and followers, inspiring 
the establishment of communities in Europe and America (40 Phalanges12). Fourier considers the civilization 
to be a perversion of nature and the industry- a source of evil. He opposes the austere morals a passionate 
society, made up of communities in which each member performs the chores that make them happy. The 
members of the Phalanges should live all in the same building, the canteen, kitchen, school, sheds, stables, 
would have been common property. And for Fourier, the education is fundamental, it should begin at an 
early age, following natural laws, it should be pleasant and urge children to do useful things from infancy. 
His ideas have also reached Ţara Românească where Teodor Mehtupciu (Diamant) persuaded Manolache 
Bălăceanu to establish a similar community at Boldeşti- Scăieni, Prahova. Like the other Phalanges in 
Europe or America, it was a failure and was dissolved within two years of existence. 
 Also for these ideologues of the XIX th century, the Social Economy is actually the practicing of the 
economy by most individuals, in order to ensure a satisfactory standard of living. The cooperation and even 
the joint ownership extend to the entire community. Their ideal was not the establishment of cooperatives 
within the society, but rather the entire transformation of the society.  
 The period in which are published the works of the mentioned authors coincides with an 
effervescence in the establishment and development of cooperatives, associations and mutual companies 
emerged among the poor or middle class. Both approaches aimed at providing the welfare of a large number 
of people but we talk about two separate phenomena, which develop individually, they meet at different 
points, inspiring each other, but which never completely overlap. The fact that all the mentioned authors talk 
about cooperatives, they describe and evaluate them, it means that they were already present when such 
works were written, in other words, they precede them. The fact that some authors agree with them and 
encourage them while others consider them to be inefficient is another proof that the cooperative movement 
is a movement which is parallel to the development of theoretical concepts of Social Economy and does not 
exhaust the concept, it is not mistaken by it. The social owenist or Fourierist experiments are different from 
the cooperative movements, even if they have common elements. Of course that the two dimensions of the 
era civilization overlap. The new philosophy and political economy currents have been popularized and 
spread rapidly due to the newspapers from that time and the increase in the number of those who could read. 
But let's not forget that Mill, Dunoyer, Le Play were part of a social elite, higher education graduates, with a 
satisfactory standard of living and occupying public or university positions. Their concern was to generate 
ideological models that could be transformed into economic policies with applicability and impact on the 
entire society. Their vision is theoretical, global, macroeconomic, their solutions are general. On the other 
hand, ordinary people would seek practical adaptation solutions, they constantly needed them in their daily 
life, at a micro-economic level. Helped and inspired by the theories of the intellectuals of that time, the 
members of the poor or middle class create their own models in search of a better life. The thinkers of that 
time see in their attempts possible models for illustrating their own theories, models that they appreciate or 
criticize. The founders of the cooperatives see in the intellectuals’ ideas a source of inspiration which they 
use, however, in their own original way, adapting to laws and realities of their time. 
 
 

                                                           
10 http://www.britannica.com/biography/Robert-Owen 
11 Mihailă Vlad, The Phalanstery from Scăieni – a forgotten social experiment available on 
http://www.historia.ro/exclusiv_web/general/articol/falansterul-sc-ieni-un-experiment-social-uitat 
12 http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Charles_Fourier 
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3.3    Emblematic Cooperatives of the XIX th Century 
 The Rochadale Pioneers  remains in the history of cooperatives as a good example of association of 
which principles are still in force today. The company was legally registered in October 1844 following the 
model of another associations from Manchester called The Rational and Burial Society. Its stated purpose 
was to “improve the social and family condition of its members” by creating social stores, house building, 
the establishment of manufactures.13 Unlike other shops which lowered the sales price below the purchase 
price in order to eliminate competition, the Pioneers always sold in profit. The company was based on both 
voluntary and paid work. Of the total net income of the store, they deducted the management costs, the 
interest for subscriptions, dividends on capital, stock value reduction, the amount allocated to investments for 
merchandise or development, 2.5% for educational expenses.” The remaining profit was shared between the 
store clients, proportionally with the value of the purchases made14. The investments were made for the 
benefit of everyone. The company had clear principles for forecasting and risk counteraction such as the 
strict control of the expenses, the constitution of risk fund, the refusal to sell on credit- widely practiced at 
the time. The cooperative also helped other similar organizations with capital contribution and free 
consultancy services, and it was open to anyone who wanted to visit, explore it or imitate it, which granted it 
a great popularity at the time. From a shop with only four food items, opened only two evenings per week, 
the Rochdale Pioneers have come to own a corn mill, warehouses, various stores, a library, a school, an 
almanac. The cooperative lasted until 199115. 
 One of the disciples of Fourier, Michel Derrion, established a social grocery in Lyons( Le commerce 
véridique et social) about 10 years before the Rochadale cooperative, militating against the trading practices 
of the time “which would lead to the falsification of products, monopoly and price-fixing.”16.(1835) The 
German space provides the model of the credit cooperatives based on the models of Hermann Schulze and  
Friedrich Raiffeisen. The Eastern Europe also has, in the same period, notable examples such as the 
Common Society of Ampelakia (Greece) formed ever since the eighteenth century among the cotton 
growers. In 1770 it gathered producers from 22 villages, it had 6000 members, 24 plants and 17 branches in 
various countries (Russia, Great Britain, etc). “The company, however, could not cope with the taxation and 
new technologie costs”, and was closed in 1812.17 In Romania, the management and production system of the 
village communities, now recognized as a form of social economy, it was known since ancient times and 
resisted to change, surviving until today. The first modern cooperative was a credit one, founded in 1851 in 
Brăila: Infrățirea, followed by “The help house for workers and typographers.”(Bucharest ,1854) and the first 
craft cooperative “The footwear craftsmen Company” (Bucharest, 1879). 18 
    

3.4      Modern Approaches 
          The CIRIEC study believes that “the term Social Economy was abandoned in the everyday language 
even by the families from the same sector of activity” after WWII until 1977, during which different forms 
of the Welfare State tried to apply the ideas of social reform launched by different ideologies. 19 
  Since 1970, the European Economic and Social Committee has relaunched the debate on 
cooperatives, mutual organizations and undertakings, organizing multinational conferences at the EC level. 
In 1980 CEGES published the Charta of the social economy. The document, however, does not give a 

                                                           
13 .http://www.rochdalepioneersmuseum.coop/about-us/about-toad-lane/ 
14 .Holyoake Jacob, 1907, Self Helped by People, The Hystory of the Rochdale Pioneers, Swan Sonnenchein& Co, Londra, 
pg 49,  available on http://www.rochdalepioneersmuseum.coop/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/self-helpPartOne.pdf  
15 .https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rochdale_Society_of_Equitable_Pioneers 
16 .Abherve Michel, 2015, En 1835 une épicerie sociale et coopérative à Lyon disponibil la http://alternatives-
economiques.fr/blogs/abherve/2015/09/06/en-1835-une-epicerie-sociale-et-cooperative-a-lyon/ 
17 Monzón Campos José Luis, Chaves Ávila Rafael, 2012, The Social Economy in the European Union , CIRIEC report for 
EESC, pg 6, foreword by Luca JAHIER  available on ://www.eesc.europa.eu/resources/docs/qe-30-12-790-en-c.pdf 
18 http://www.uscomtm.ro/faq/9/Informatii/i-9.html#2 
19 Monzón Campos José Luis, Chaves Ávila Rafael, 2012, The Social Economy in the European Union , CIRIEC  report for 
EESC, pg 19, available on  http://www.eesc.europa.eu/resources/docs/qe-30-12-790-en-c.pdf  
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definition to the social economy but gives a definition to the Social Enterprises, all its 7 articles stipulate 
general principles for the functioning thereof: the social purpose of the activity, democratic management, 
voluntary accession, mutual trust and respect between members, the exclusive use of surpluses for the 
development of the organization and the fulfillment of its social purpose.20 This overlapping between the 
Social Economy and a certain type of organizations will become prevalent in our days. Although it is 
frequently stated that the Social Economy is rooted in the writings of the XIX th century economists, the 
broader sense that they had given the term will often be ignored. What could the Social Economy have 
today, distinct from other theoretical and practical fields, besides the existence of the Social Enterprises?  
  One answer comes from John Pearce who suggests in his 2003 book the diagram of the three sectors 
of the economy, highlighting the Private system profit-oriented (the First sector), the Public System sector 
with normative role (the Second Sector) and a system of Self-help, Mutual Social Purposes (the Third 
Sector). The latest, includes Social Enterprises, voluntary organizations and family economy. The three 
forms of economic and social organization can be divided into two categories: The Community Economy, 
comprising mostly the community enterprises and the social enterprises (cooperatives, mutual associations, 
market oriented companies organized based on cooperative principles) and the Self-Help Economy that 
generally includes the family economy, based on the work in their own household and/or revenues from 
Diaspora. If the social enterprises belong exclusively to the Community Economy and the Family Economy 
belongs entirely to the Self-help Economy, the voluntary organizations belong to both categories and include 
clubs, private loans, Time banking, charity organizations, voluntary organizations. Therefore, the family 
economy, the informal economy, which does not take the form of the legally constituted organizations is, 
according to Pearce, also part of the Social Economy, along with other social enterprises. This family 
economy is actually the starting point of all the writings and experiments of social economy in the XIX th 
century. At this level they had to reflect all their ideas for reform. Nowadays, the family economy that does 
not manifest within certain legally constituted forms of organization is not an integral part of the Social 
Economy as defined by the European Union. The definition provided by EMES and taken by the EU is as 
follows:“The social economy includes the enterprises of the cooperative movement, the mutual companies 
and insurance companies, the foundations and all the other non-profit organizations that have certain 
principles that make them fit into the “third sector” of the modern economies.” 21  

 From the economic and entrepreneurial point of view, they have in common: “a continuous activity 
of production of goods or services”, “a high risk” and a “minimum contribution of paid work.”22 These 
organizations are called Social Enterprises. From the social point of view, these organizations are 
distinguished by: “the explicit social purpose, including the development of the “sense of social 
responsibility at local level”, the collective and private character, “the lack of distribution or the limited 
distribution of profits to owners, thus avoiding a behavior oriented towards maximization thereof.” 
 It should be noted that the social inclusion cannot be done without financial inclusion which means 
in fact paid work, weather the payment is done in form of salaries or dividends. The purpose of the XIX th 
century cooperatives certainly targeted the ethical and social field, but obtaining a satisfactory income for the 
members was never neglected. The purpose of the members' participation in the development of the 
organization was to acquire material gains as profit sharing, discounts on products purchase, decent interest 
loans accompanied by social benefits such as education. The limited distribution of the profit would be made 
in the XIX th century also because such organizations had a reduced capital in the beginning. In order to 
continue with the activity and develop themselves, the pioneers of the cooperatives had to constitute 
investments reserves and risks reserves (stock depreciation, market fluctuations, resignation of members). 
The lack of total distribution of the profit is a measure a risk balance and a method of saving. This feature is 
also noticed in the case of private enterprises without social character which constitute reserves and 
provisions, some of them which are now mandatory by law (legal reserve). At the same time, in the absence 
of a social state insurance system, the coworkers of the XIX th century constituted funds to help the members 
                                                           
20 http://www.insee.fr/fr/insee_regions/alsace/themes/ch_dossier/cpad11/cpad11_charte.pdf 
21 http://www.ies.org.ro/library/files/atlas.pdf 
22 Ibidem, pg 13 
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in getting social services. The introduction of compulsory health insurance and pensions turned the 
constitution of the social funds into obligation endorsed by the state and the large taxpayers in this system 
were the employees and the companies with a large number of employees, not the organizations based on 
voluntary work or the voluntaries. 
 The lack of distribution of the profit creates founds for social purposes, but the first social purpose of 
the cooperatives was to help their own members (not people outside the company) through a personal and 
also a collective effort. The risk funds and the funds for social projects, in the XIX th century were often 
smaller then the percentage of profit distributed to members like dividends in order to avoid their risk of 
poverty as a result of their contribution to the development of the organization. 
 The third dimension of the social enterprises is the participatory management characterized by a 
high degree of autonomy compared to the private or governmental financing, the decision-making system( 1 
person = 1 vote), making a joint decision by the stakeholders.23 The high degree of autonomy from private 
sources excludes from these categories the foundations and charitable associations funded by companies or 
by one single person. The independence from the governmental sources of income excludes the subsidies, 
state aids and grants that these organizations have benefited from lately. The participation of everyone in the 
decision can only be done if these groups really want to get involved which is difficult to achieve in the case 
of non-members stakeholders and also in the case of the organizations with lots of members. 
 In 2011, the European Commission issued a document entitled the Social Business Initiative. 
Building an ecosystem to promote social enterprises in the economy and social innovation. It defines "the 
social enterprise, a social economy actor, as a company which main objective is to have a social impact 
rather than generate profit for owners and partners. It is a supplier of goods and services using its surpluses 
mainly for social purposes”. 24    
  

4.      Conclusions  
 Browsing the economic writings, the social experiments and the history of cooperatives considered 
representative of the XIX th century has led to the conclusion that this phrase defines today a different 
concept, which we might call Neo-Social Economy. It is true that mutual companies and cooperatives that 
are now part of the Social Economy concept are rooted in similar organizations of the XIX th century. These 
were some of the ways of manifestation which were developed along with the ideologies about Social 
Economy, they were inspired by them but they have also inspired them in turn. The economists of the era, 
namely Mill, Dunoyer, Walras, Le Play are either admirers of them, which proves that they precede their 
writings , or they criticize them which proves their concept of Social Economy is different from them. Many 
of these authors have considered them to be an incomplete manifestation of the projects to reform the society 
and they sought models that could be globally extended. Therefore they were not depleting the term Social 
Economy nor were they confused with it.  
 The cooperatives and mutual associations have declined during 1945-1980. Meanwhile, due to the 
ideological and economic failures of certain political systems but also due to the fact that certain ideas of the 
Social Economy were generally accepted by all government policies, the concept of Social economy has lost 
for a while its importance in the economic and political discussions. Utopias have been banished from the 
ideological landscape of the contemporary world after the failure of the totalitarian regimes. Democracy, 
even if imperfect, was accepted almost unanimously in Europe as the best political and social regime that we 
have ever known. The capitalism was changed after the State has imposed rules borrowed from the main 
political doctrines of our times. The idea to reform the society as a whole on the basis of an unique model 
imposed with moral, scientific or political arguments is now rejected in the name of individual freedom, 
                                                           
23 Defourny Jacques, Nyssens Marthe, 2012, The EMES approach of social enterprise in a comparative perspective, WP 
12/03, pg 17, available on http://www.emes.net/site/wp-content/uploads/EMES-WP-12-03_Defourny-Nyssens.pdf 
24 ***Initiative pour l'entrepreneuriat social Construire un écosystème pour promouvoir les entreprises sociales au cœur de 
l'économie et de l'innovation sociales, 2011, pg 2 available on  http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2011:0682:FIN:FR:PDF 
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which prevails even at the risk of having a poor social class. But the concerns to improve the economic 
practices of the majority of the population and its standards of living had been always present. The 
cooperatives and mutual organizations were brought back on the agenda of the governments and 
international organizations due to economic, political and moral crises happening recently in Europe. They 
should be supported now based on the same old principles: encouraging people to take their destiny into their 
own hands and help themselves, based on personal work and cooperation.  
 While in the XIX th century, the Social Economy was part of the private sector, the current debates 
give it a special status, that of an independent sector, alongside the public and private sectors. However, the 
concept did not obtain a clear, concise and consistent universally accepted definition yet. The social 
enterprise includes cooperatives, associations and mutual organizations. However, the Social Enterprise 
appears sometimes as a new entity, the proof being that in some national legislation( ex: the Romanian one) 
it requires an additional certification. Therefore, the Social Enterprise can encompass older forms of 
association but does not automatically include them, nor is it limited to them.   
 The social economy in the XIX th century is mainly the economy practiced by most people, which 
was based on the own labor force in order to ensure a satisfactory standard of living, inside an organization 
or inside their own yard. Today, the social economy is mostly summarized by the types of enterprises 
formally and legally organized. In the XIX th century, both the theoreticians and practitioners of the social 
economy focus on profit. Sure that the social economy is not limited to this purpose, as all the cited authors 
explicitly say this, but nobody thought that the welfare of the classes threatened by poverty can be ensured 
by other means than by capital accumulation. It gave dignity to the poor, it helped them to be free, to become 
investors and entrepreneurs, to ensure a decent life. In Mill’s opinion, the interest of the workers was done 
through their participation in the profit. The cooperatives in Lyon and Rochadale had paid dividends to the 
members. Even Fourier spoke about the work done out of passion that led to savings, production surplus and 
finally capital surplus. So the main purpose of the social enterprise was the PROFIT, as in any capitalist 
enterprise! It was not about maximizing it at any cost, this was not the only purpose of the enterprise, the 
attitude towards it was different from that of the big capitalists but obtaining PROFIT was the proof of the 
success of the collective entrepreneurship. Today’s definitions diminish the importance of this factor 
favoring the social mission. But can an organization self-sustain itself in the absence of economically viable 
and therefore profitable activities? The change proposed by the Social Economy actually refers to the attitude 
towards profit and its division, not towards profit itself. It arises from the means for providing the social 
capital of these organizations, the collective participation in the decision-making process, the compliance 
with the principle 1 man one vote, sharing the responsibility among all the members of these forms of 
organization. This is where the social and moral side of them come across, which can be kept also under the 
conditions of profit distribution over the 10% limit. The examples cited, dating back in the XIX th century, 
generally reject the charity, the money received from sources other than labor and capital contribution of the 
members. For this reason the charitable organizations and foundations which today are part of the social 
Economy do not fall entirely under the old spirit of social economy. Educational institutions established by 
the foundations, often in order to avoid income taxation, do not fall under the spirit of the schools established 
by the cooperatives in the XIX th century, which used to have a deeply practical and pragmatic character, 
and which functioned around a capitalist production unit. The agriculture teaching farms, the Institute set up 
by Owen, would serve production and good assessment units. In Fourier's conception, the man was first a 
manufacturer and only after then he would become savant. The knowledge and the morality acquired in such 
schools were meant to turn into economic value and would support the living standards of the families 
though practical skills.  
 In conclusion, on one hand, we talk today about the concept of Social Economics as an economy 
branch that studies the economic results in terms of social interaction with reference and ethical rules. From 
this point of view, all the works of the XIX th century, including the monographs about cooperatives, are 
works of Social Economics. In Romanian (and in French, a language in which many of the cited works were 
written) there are no translation differences between Social Economics and Social Economy, which can lead 
to a confusion between the terms. On the other hand, in terms of the Third Sector in the actual European 
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paradigm it seems that we are dealing with a new concept of Social Economy, generally defined by a certain 
type organization, Social Enterprise. 
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